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Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is one of the representative low-power
communication protocols that are being used to provide wireless con-
nectivity for resource constrained devices as part of Internet of Things
(IoT). Despite its commercial adoption, BLE’s current use is limited to
short-range applications due to the lack of research about its coverage
extension. In this dissertation, we investigate two issues that need to
be addressed for BLE’s network coverage extension and also consider
a new application scenario using a BLE-based multi-hop network.
First, we tackle the BLE connection maintenance and energy con-
sumption problems by adaptively controlling one of BLE’s link layer
parameters (TCI) under dynamic channel condition. We formulate an
optimization problem to find an optimal TCI and design a connection
interval adaptation mechanism for BLE to achieve high energy effi-
ciency while maintaining robust connectivity. We evaluate our pro-
posed solutions through testbed experiments and simulation which
shows that it reduces energy consumption of BLE in dynamic channel
environments.
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Secondly, we consider a protocol architecture that aims to run IPv6
routing protocol for low power and lossy networks (RPL) over BLE to
construct BLE-based multi-hop networks. We design an adaptation
layer between BLE and RPL which tightly couples RPL and BLE
operation. We implement the adaptation layer in a Linux kernel to
realize RPL over BLE. Through extensive experiments in an indoor
testbed, we evaluate the performance of RPL over BLE and compare
the performance results with that of RPL over IEEE 802.15.4 which
shows significant improvement.
Lastly, we consider a new application scenario of BLE using the
coverage extension of BLE based on multi-hop networking. We pro-
pose a novel layered architecture of Wi-Fi and BLE that constructs
an energy efficient and high data rate supportable ad-hoc network
for disaster communication. We implement the proposed architec-
ture in Linux kernel and evaluate the performance through our in-
door testbed. The result shows that our proposed solution reduces
the average power consumption of nodes in the testbed compared to
a conventional Wi-Fi ad-hoc network.
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Since BLE was first introduced with the adoption of the Bluetooth
core 4.0 specification, it has shown steady growth in IoT markets due
to its advantages over other low-power wireless protocols such as IEEE
802.15.4 and Z-Wave. The pertinent features are:
 Strong PHY/MAC performance: PHY and MAC layers of BLE
provide higher data rate and better reliability than competing
low-power wireless technologies. Specifically, BLE’s PHY layer
supports data rates up to 1Mbps that are significantly higher
than that of IEEE 802.15.4 (250kbps) and Z-Wave (100kbps).
BLE’s MAC layer exploits an adaptive frequency hopping (AFH)
mechanism which enables it to resiliently coexist with other
wireless devices in the 2.4 GHz ISM (unlicensed) band. BLE
1
achieves these improvements with lower energy consumption
which makes it well-suited for IoT.
 High accessibility: In contrast to other IoT wireless protocols,
BLE is already embedded in today’s ubiquitous devices such as
smartphones and tablets. Employing these devices as gateways
obviates the need for dedicated gateways for Internet connectiv-
ity. This relieves the burden of installation and management of
IoT gateways and reduces cost. High accessibility also facilitates
smartphone/tablet application development over BLE.
 High familiarity: To develop technologies actually used in our
daily lives, it is important to consider practical matters such as
public awareness and industry trends which are sometimes more
important than technical performance. Even before the intro-
duction of BLE, Bluetooth was an established technology widely
used in applications such as wireless headset, mouse and key-
board. Familiarity gives BLE an advantage over IEEE 802.15.4
and Z-Wave yet.
Despite the advantages, for new promising application domains
such as smart homes and buildings that need to cover a larger area
than conventional short-range applications, the current BLE is insuf-
ficient. Specifically, BLE’s practical transmission range is not enough
to provide home area connectivity. Figure 1.1 shows the market share
of wireless technologies for smart home applications in 2016. Despite
2
Figure 1.1: The portion of BLE-based IoT products in smart home
market [1].
BLE’s large deployment base, with respect to smart home applica-
tions, we observe that BLE is on par with or lower than 802.15.4 and
Z-wave. Considering the large gap between the annual chipset ship-
ment of BLE (3 billion) and IEEE 802.15.4 (0.85 billion), the market
share results indicate that BLE chipsets are mostly being used for
short-range applications.
This thesis is motivated by the question: ”Is it possible for BLE to
show its significant potential for supporting longer range application?”
If so, its high accessibility and familiarity provide an advantage over
other low power communication protocols in the various IoT applica-
tion domains. This dissertation will answer this question considering
two issues: link layer optimization under dynamic channel condition
and multi-hop networking and also suggest a new application scenario
based on the extended coverage of BLE network.
3
1.2 Related Work
1.2.1 Low power consumption of BLE
One of the most important characteristics of BLE is low energy con-
sumption. On the experimental side, Kamath and Lindh measured
energy consumption of BLE for each specific operation by using a BLE
radio chip (CC2541) and calculated battery lifetime for several appli-
cation scenarios [2]. Siekkinen et al. designed an energy consumption
model for BLE based on measurement results [3]. They performed
comparisons with IEEE 802.15.4 and showed that BLE provides lower
energy consumption and better energy efficiency (J/bit). In [4] and
[5], the authors implemented a BLE-based multi-hop network using a
routing protocol for low power lossy networks (RPL). They compared
it with RPL over IEEE 802.15.4 and showed improved packet delivery
performance with respect to energy efficiency and reliability. On the
theoretical front, Liu et al. analyzed energy and latency performance
of BLE during device discovery procedures [6][7]. They showed that
connection establishment/recovery dominates other operations with
respect to energy consumption. A precise energy model of BLE was
advanced by Kindt et al. in [8]. These works help reveal BLE’s char-
acteristics in terms of energy consumption.
Recently, Kindt et al. proposed a power management scheme for
BLE that dynamically adjusts TCI based on application data rate un-
der ideal channel conditions [9]. When throughput exceeds data rate,
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energy may be saved by increasing TCI and vice versa. In [10], the
authors presented an analytical model for achieving maximum BLE
throughput in error-prone link environments. They provided analytic
results on the relation between TCI and throughput but did not in-
vestigate the impact of TCI on connection maintenance and energy
consumption in dynamic wireless environments. In this dissertation,
we focus on the important role connection maintenance plays on en-
ergy consumption, and propose adaptive connection interval control
under dynamic channel conditions.
1.2.2 BLE multi-hop networking
Some recent work looked at constructing a multi-hop BLE network
which may be classified into two groups: flooding- vs. connection-
based approaches. As an example of the first approach, Cambridge
Silicon Radio (CSR) developed a flooding-based BLE mesh network,
termed CSRmesh [11]. Nordic Semiconductor developed a BLE-based
multi-hop mesh network by using a flood control algorithm called
Trickle [12][13]. Bluetooth SIG organized a smart mesh working group
for devising a new specification of a flooding-based BLE mesh net-
work [14]. These efforts represent growing industry interest to invest
in BLE-based multi-hop networks and provide an initial evidence of
its feasibility. However, flooding-based approaches cannot exploit ad-
vantages of BLE’s connection-based operation which include channel
hopping, synchronous data exchange, and link level retransmission.
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In the second group, several studies explored feasibility of a connection-
based multi-hop BLE network [15][16][17]. A limitation of these works
is that they tested basic operations without providing comprehensive
performance evaluation. They also did not consider RPL over BLE
issues and their impact of network layer IP packet delivery.
In this dissertation, we address gaps left by the previous works and
advances a new connection-oriented multi-hop BLE network through
Wi-BLE which is IP- and standards-compliant.
1.3 Contributions and Outline
Internet of Things (IoT) is a technical megatrend in academia and in-
dustry that aims to provide connectivity to resource constrained em-
bedded devices deployed over large areas. With the advent of Internet
of Things (IoT), BLE is being used to provide wireless connectivity to
resource-constrained devices in short-range applications such as smart
watch, heart monitoring, and proximity services. The large deploy-
ment base of BLE equipped smartphones and wearables presents a
fertile environment for further development of BLE-based IoT appli-
cations. Despite its successful commercialization, BLEs current use
is limited to short-range applications which stems from its link layer
design without considering a dynamic channel condition and a lack of
mesh networking capability.
In general, since BLE is targeted at short-range applications, the
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current link layer operation of BLE is mainly designed assuming static
and stable channel conditions. However, as BLE is becoming part of
IoT [18][19][20] and its applications are being diversified (e.g., smart
home), the link layer operation of BLE incurs significant performance
degradation under dynamic channel condition. For example, there is
an important link layer parameter of BLE called connection interval
which affect the robustness of BLE link. For the energy efficient con-
nection management of BLE, the parameter value should be adapted
to the current channel condition but most commercial BLE devices
uses fixed value of connection interval, which decreases the perfor-
mance of BLE link under dynamic channel condition. This kinds of
obsolete link layer design curtail BLE from taking a leading role in the
market share of longer-range IoT applications such as smart homes
and buildings.
BLE’s lack of mesh networking capability is another issue disturb-
ing BLE’s penetration into long-range IoT applications. Therefore
researchers recently started paying attention to BLE-based mesh net-
working to overcome its range limitation. Bluetooth Special Interest
Group (SIG) formed a mesh working group in 2015 which will stan-
dardize a mesh network protocol for BLE by the middle of 2017 [14].
Even prior to standardization, some companies have released their
own BLE mesh networking solutions. For example, CSR launched
CSRmesh for BLE-based lighting systems [11]. Nordic Semiconduc-
tor proposed a BLE rebroadcast mesh protocol and released its imple-
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mentation at Github [13]. However, their flooding-based approaches
cannot exploit advantages of BLEs connection-based operation which
include channel hopping, synchronous data exchange, and link level
retransmission.
In this dissertation, we investigate these two issues that need to be
addressed to overcome BLE’s range limitation and also suggest a new
application scenario based on the extended coverage of BLE network.
This dissertation is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2, we investigate energy consumption and connection
maintenance issues of BLE in dynamic wireless environments. We
choose the connection interval of BLE as the key parameter and con-
trol variable, focusing on how to effect adaptive control in dynamic
channel environments. we mathematically derive an optimal connec-
tion interval for a given channel condition and design the CABLE
system that estimates link quality and adjusts connection interval dy-
namically. We evaluate the performance of CABLE both through
extensive simulation and testbed experiments. The results show that
significant performance improvement that closely approximates the
optimum is achievable.
In Chapter 3, we interconnect RPL with BLE and construct a
BLE-based multi-hop network. We propose a synergistic network ar-
chitecture that incorporates a redesigned RPL control message broad-
cast, RPL parent change procedures, and RPL routing metric. This
is captured by a new adaptation layer, termed ALBER, which enables
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tight coupling of RPL and BLE operations. We evaluate the perfor-
mance of RPL over BLE through extensive experiments in an indoor
testbed. We compare the performance results with that of RPL over
IEEE 802.15.4 which shows significant improvement. We also show
that RPL over BLE is quite robust under varying link dynamics and
WiFi interference. The proposed architecture significantly improves
end-to-end packet delivery performance with low duty-cycle.
In Chapter 4, we propose a novel layered architecture using Wi-Fi
and BLE for disaster communication. We design Wi-BLE to main-
tain a disaster network with low power consumption and also provide
high data rate occasionally. For the Wi-BLE implementation, we de-
sign MABLE first to maintain the underlay BLE network with low
energy consumption. We also define the format of Wi-BLE control
packets (WREQ and WREP) and the two types of routing method
to configure the Wi-Fi ad-hoc network as needed. Finally, we evalu-
ate the performance of Wi-BLE through extensive experiments in an
indoor testbed. We compare the performance results with that of Wi-
Fi network using AODV routing protocol and the results show that
our proposed Wi-BLE significantly reduces the energy consumption
of nodes in our testbed.





BLE in Dynamic Wireless
Environments
2.1 Introduction
Bluetooth (BT) is one of the most popular wireless protocols that
has been widely deployed for headsets, digital cameras, smart phones,
and car infotainment systems, among many others. Recently, to sup-
port applications with low energy consumption requirements, Blue-
tooth Low Energy (BLE) was added to the Bluetooth 4.0 specifica-
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tion [21][22]. Compared to classic BT, BLE has distinct features such
as simple connection setup, low transmission power, and efficient data
transmission. Industry has a lot of interest in BLE due to its great
simplicity and energy efficiency. As a result, a wide range of commer-
cial products are equipped with BLE due to their low power wireless
communication requirement [23].
With increased BLE development, there have been efforts to make
BLE more interoperable with legacy devices and systems. Bluetooth
Special Interest Group (SIG) included a new logical link-layer channel
dedicated to IP-based connections in the Bluetooth 4.1 specification
aimed at integrating BLE as part of Internet of Things (IoT) [18]. In
the recent 4.2 specification, they introduced Internet Protocol Support
Profiles (IPSP) and HTTP Proxy Service (HPS) for Internet accessi-
bility of Bluetooth smart sensors through a BLE gateway [19][20]. The
recent trends indicate that BLE will play an increasingly important
role in future low-power IoT applications.
The BLE standard does not specify link layer parameters, instead
decoupling their values from the main standard to provide a degree
of flexibility. Thus, application designers can freely determine the pa-
rameter values in accordance with application-specific requirements.
An important part of link-layer BLE parameters is connection interval
(TCI) which controls sleep and awake periods. At every TCI , a pair
of connected BLE nodes wake up, exchange a null packet to main-
tain connection, engage in needed data transmission, and sleep again.
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Since TCI affects latency and throughput, choosing an appropriate
fixed value has been an important design consideration. For example,
an off-the-shelf BLE device for heart rate monitoring (Polar H7) sets
TCI to 1 second to deliver heart rate information every 2 seconds. In
general, since BLE is targeted at low data rate applications, latency
is the primary performance metric of interest.
However, as BLE is becoming part of IoT [18][19][20] and its appli-
cations are being diversified (e.g., smart home), we argue that using
fixed TCI , which is determined by considering latency only, is insuffi-
cient to meet application requirements. In particular, BLE is expected
to support dynamic wireless environments where it faces the issue of
connection maintenance and recovery subject to low power consump-
tion constraints. For example, smart home applications [24] such as
remote door locking and gas alarm detection may involve distances
between BLE nodes greater than conventional WPAN applications
which creates additional challenges arising from wireless link dynam-
ics1 as well as path loss in indoor environments.
With respect to TCI , when it is increased, BLE saves energy due
to infrequent wake-ups, while at the same time, increase of TCI may
result in increased energy consumption due to more frequent connec-
tion losses2. The trade-off points toward adaptive TCI control that
1In smart home applications, when two BLE nodes are installed in different
rooms, opening and closing doors incur change of link quality.
2This is because a BLE node loses connectivity when failing to exchange packets
for a predetermined period (i.e., supervision timeout period), and a large TCI
reduces chances to transmit packets during the supervision timeout period.
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incorporates both connectivity maintenance and energy consumption
to reduce energy consumption of a BLE device in dynamic wireless
environments.
In this paper, we tackle the BLE connection maintenance and
energy consumption problems by adaptively controlling TCI under
dynamic channel conditions. We formulate an optimization problem
to find an optimal TCI and design a connection interval adaptation
mechanism for BLE (CABLE ) to achieve high energy efficiency while
maintaining robust connectivity. Our main contributions are summa-
rized as follows.
 Using empirical measurements in an indoor testbed, we show
that use of fixed TCI (currently common design choice) can re-
sult in severe performance degradation in the form of frequent
connection losses and large energy consumption.
 We formulate and solve an optimization problem which finds
an optimal TCI for energy consumption minimization subject to
desired connection maintenance.
 Based on the analysis, we design CABLE that adapts TCI ac-
cording to varying channel conditions, and implement CABLE
on Linux-based real embedded devices.
 We extensively evaluate the performance of CABLE through
testbed experiments and simulation which show that CABLE
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reduces energy consumption up to 38% while achieving robust
connectivity in dynamic channel environments.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2
describes the BLE protocol and its performance issues based on mea-
surements in an indoor testbed. In Section 2.3, we formulate an opti-
mization problem for TCI in dynamic wireless environments and an-
alytically find an optimal solution. Section 2.4 proposes CABLE ,
and Section 3.5 evaluates its performance through extensive testbed
experiments and simulation. Section 3.6 concludes this chapter.
2.2 Background and Problem Statement
In this section, we summarize aspects of BLE relevant to the following
Bluetooth 4.1 core specification. We show experiments from a BLE
testbed using fixed TCI and evaluate performance with respect to
reliability and energy consumption.
2.2.1 Link layer operation
Link layer operations of BLE can be divided into two parts: before
and after connection establishment. Before connection establishment,
a device performs device discovery that enables it to be aware of the
presence of other nodes (scanning) or broadcast its existence to other
nodes (advertising). As illustrated in Figure 2.1(a), the advertiser pe-
riodically performs an advertising event (i.e., AdvEvent) of advertising
14
(a) Operation to establish a connection (before connection)
(b) Operation between two connected devices (after connection)
Figure 2.1: BLE link layer operations.
interval which consists of three advertising packet transmissions: one
for each of three advertising channels.
At the other hand, the initiator scans each advertising channel
during a scan window at every scan interval to receive advertising
packets from neighbor nodes. If the initiator receives an advertis-
ing packet from a targeted device during scanning, it immediately
transmits a connection request packet (i.e., CONNECT REQ in Fig-
ure 2.1(a)) to establish a connection with the advertiser. Otherwise,
the advertiser and the initiator repeat the advertising and scanning
operations until they meet each other, which may result in significant
energy consumption.
Once a connection is established, the initiator and the advertiser
become master and slave, and exchange data packets through duty-
cycling and channel hopping. As depicted in Figure 2.1(b), at every
TCI , the master and the slave wake up, and the master starts a con-
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nection event (i.e., ConEvent) by transmitting a data packet in a
data channel. The slave responds by sending an ACK or data packet.
When there is no more data packet to exchange or two consecutive
CRC check errors occur, they sleep, which concludes the event. At
the start of each connection event, they change frequency channels
based on a hopping sequence determined by the master to mitigate
interference from other devices in the 2.4GHz band. The master can
maintain multiple connections with multiple slaves simultaneously by
scheduling connection events not to overlap with each other in time
domain.
2.2.2 Connection loss due to supervision timeout
Once a pair of BLE nodes make a connection, they maintain it only
when they have a valid wireless link. To check link validity, BLE
allows nodes to exchange a null packet every TCI at the start of each
connection event, even when there is no data packet to be exchanged.
The two BLE nodes in connection detect connection loss when all
packet exchange attempts fail during the supervision timeout period
(TST ). The two nodes have at least
3 bTST /TCIc chances to exchange
null or data packets until the supervision timeout mechanism kicks
in. Decreasing TCI enhances robustness of connection maintenance.
Connection maintenance needs to be considered carefully since it
impacts battery life. Each connection loss incurs large energy con-
3bxc is the largest integer that is not greater than x.
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Figure 2.2: BLE protocol stack and determination of Connection In-
terval.
sumption by forcing the disconnected nodes to restart connection re-
covery which entails exchange of many control packets4. In this pa-
per, given the importance of TCI for connection maintenance and en-
ergy consumption, we control TCI to maximize battery lifetime while
achieving robust connection maintenance in dynamic channel environ-
ments.
2.2.3 BLE protocol stack and connection interval set-
ting
The protocol stack of BLE is divided into host and controller parts
(i.e., upper and lower layers) as depicted in Figure 3.5. The host
part consists of upper layers (i.e., ATT, SM, and L2CAP) which are
included in host devices such as mobile phone, tablet, or laptop. It
acts as an interface which allows an application to use functionalities of
4Whenever a pair of BLE nodes establish a new connection for an application
service, they initially use very small TCI (50∼70msec) to rapidly exchange many
control packets for service discovery and encryption. The small TCI allows them
to avoid long service time delay at the expense of large energy consumption [25].
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lower layers. The controller part comprises lower layers (i.e., link and
physical layers) which deal with link level operations such as device
discovery, connection management and packet exchange. Since this
part is generally implemented on a hardware chipset, an application
cannot directly control its operations.
However, BLE provides various Host Controller Interface (HCI)
commands which allow the host to manage some lower layer operations
and parameters. For example, the host can set Conn Interval Min
(TCI,min) and Conn Interval Max (TCI,max) by sending an LE Create
Connection Command or LE Connection Update Command to the
controller. The two parameters determine the available range of con-
nection interval (TCI) in the controller part (i.e., TCI,min ≤ TCI ≤
TCI,max).
Since the BLE standard does not specify how the controller se-
lects a TCI value within the given range [TCI,min, TCI,max], design
and implementation of TCI selection is solely up to BLE chipset ven-
dors. In practice, it is not guaranteed that the fixed TCI selected by a
controller is well-suited for dynamic channel environments, which can
result in significant performance degradation. Thus, application de-
signers generally specify TCI , by default fixed, by using the LE Create
Connection Command with the same value for TCI,min and TCI,max.
As we will see next, use of fixed TCI can lead to the significant
waste of energy that our adaptive control CABLE will mitigate.
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Figure 2.3: Measurement topology.
2.2.4 Problem of BLE with fixed connection interval
To experimentally gauge the performance degradation stemming from
fixed TCI , we configured a testbed as depicted in Figure 3.7. Four
slave nodes (nodes S0 through S3) and one master node (node M) are
deployed in an indoor office environment. Each BLE node consists of
a raspberry Pi as a Linux device and a CSR 8510 as its BLE module.
For each of the four node pairs, we measured the packet error rate
(PER) and connection losses over 24 hours. We fixed TCI and TST to
1.5 sec and 6 sec, respectively.
To highlight the problem, we compare the performances of link
0 (between slave S0 and master M ; best case) and link 2 (between
slave S2 and master M ; worst case). Slave S0 is only 0.5m apart
from master M and no obstacle exists between them (i.e., they are in
line-of-sight) which represents a common WPAN scenario and endows
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(a) Link 0 (small distance and static channel)
(b) Link 2 (large distance and dynamic channel)
Figure 2.4: PER and the number of connection losses at 30 minute
intervals for links 0 (best case) and 2 (worst case).
link 0 with the best quality among the four links. On the other hand,
slave S2 is located much farther away from master M than slave
S0, and a metal door and walls attenuates RF signal propagation
of link 2, making it the worst among the four. We emphasize that
IoT applications (e.g., smart home) require BLE to provide seamless
packet delivery and/or high energy efficiency over dynamic wireless
links like link 2.
Figure 2.4 plots PER and the number of connection losses at 30
minute intervals for links 0 and 2. First, Figure 2.4(a) shows that for
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link 0, both PER and the number of connection losses stay, overall,
at a low level, which is conducive to BLE performance. On the other
hand, from Figure 2.4(b) we observe that the PER of link 2 is much
higher than that of link 0 and also exhibits significant variability over
time. We inject non-stationarity by opening the metal door from
10AM to 6PM, which results in significantly lowered PER.
During the period when the door is closed, high PER leads to
supervision timeouts and connection losses, which causes link 2 to
suffer from frequent connection losses. This, in turn, significantly
increases energy consumption of the BLE node.
The testbed experiments show that using fixed TCI can lead to
significant performance degradation in BLE networks. For link 2,
TCI is too large for the high PER when the door is closed. That is,
the number of opportunities for packet exchanges during TST is too
small to maintain the connection over the challenging link conditions,
which causes frequent connection losses. Furthermore, even when link
2 is subject to low PER when the door is open, additional opportunity
exists to increase TCI without compromising connection maintenance
to reduce energy consumption. The experimental results lead us to
investigate dynamically controlling TCI based on time-varying channel
conditions to minimize energy consumption while achieving robust
connectivity.
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2.3 Connection Interval Optimization
In this section, we present a mathematical analysis to find an optimal
TCI that minimizes the average power consumption of a BLE node for
maintaining connectivity. To do this, we express the power consump-
tion of a connected BLE node as a function of TCI , and formulate
an optimization problem to find an optimal TCI with given channel
PER.
2.3.1 Problem formulation




subject to TCI ≤ TCI,max,
TCI ≥ TCI,min
(2.1)
where TCI,max and TCI,min are given by the LE Create Connection
Command (refer to Subsection 3.2.2).
The objective function P (TCI) consists of two parts
P (TCI) = Pvalid(TCI) + Precover(TCI) (2.2)
where Pvalid(TCI) is the power consumption of regular operations for a
valid connection (i.e., null packet exchanges) and Precover(TCI) is that
for connection recovery. Since two connected BLE nodes exchange a
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Figure 2.5: State diagram to compute the average interarrival time of
supervision timeout (i.e., STavg(TCI)).





where Enull is the energy consumption for a null packet exchange.





where Erecover is the energy consumption for connection recovery and
STavg(TCI) is the average inter-arrival time of supervision timeout
events (i.e., connection loss). In Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4), Enull and
Erecover are constants which can be calculated from BLE application
profiles and previous related works [2][7][8][25].
STavg(TCI) needs to be further analyzed because it is a function
of TCI . To compute STavg(TCI), we draw a state diagram shown in
Figure 2.5 where a state represents the number of consecutive null
packet losses and the transition probability p is the failure probability
of a null packet exchange. Let N be the number of chances for null
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where TST is predetermined by an application profile. The last stateN
represents a supervision timeout event and STavg(TCI) is the average
time to arrive at state N from state 0.
When a chain process starts from state 0, it ends up at one of
two cases: arriving at state N (i.e., supervision timeout after N con-
secutive null packet losses) or returning to state 0 (i.e., at least one
successful null packet exchange before the supervision timeout). We
call the former Timeout and the latter Return. Letting pT and pR
be the probability that Timeout and Return events occur, we have
pT = p
N and pR = 1 − pN . Let tT and tR denote the average time









TCI{1− (N + 1)pN +NpN+1}
(1− pN )(1− p)
.
(2.6)
The first term kTCI is the time duration when Return occurs after
k − 1 consecutive null packet losses and one successful null packet
transmission, and the second term (1 − p)pk−1/pR is the probability
of this event.
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Figure 2.6: Power consumption of BLE for maintaining connectivity
as a function of TCI (i.e., P (TCI)).





(tT + ktR)pT pR
k




TCI{1− (N + 1)pN +NpN+1}
(1− p)pN
(2.7)
where k is the number ofReturn events that happened before Timeout.











Figure 2.6 plots P (TCI) as a function of TCI . The parameters
are set as Erecover = 6.27 ∗ 10−2J, Enull = 7.35 ∗ 10−5J, TST = 6sec,
and p = 0.6, based on an off-the-shelf BLE device (Polar H7) and
a representative energy model for BLE [8]. The figure shows that
P (TCI) is not convex since there are two points x1 and x2 where
P ((x1 + x2)/2) > (P (x1) + P (x2))/2 (i.e., a counter example of con-
vexity).
2.3.2 Problem solution
To address the non-convexity of P (TCI), we convert the original prob-
lem to a convex optimization problem using the following proposition.
Proposition 1 The optimal TCI (TCI,opt) that minimizes P (TCI) is




∣∣∣∣x = TSTn , where n is any positive integer
}
.
Proof of Prop. 1 Consider the range of TST /(n+1) < TCI ≤ TST /n
for any positive integer n, where N(= bTST /TCIc) is fixed to n.
STavg(TCI) becomes a monotonically increasing function of TCI , and
P (TCI) becomes a monotonically decreasing function of TCI . This
makes the optimal TCI in the given range become TST /n (i.e., maxi-
mum value).
Using the proposition, we reformulate the original problem as an






subject to b TST
TCI,max















The second derivative of P (n) is given by











Note that P ′′(n) > 0 since n > 0 and 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, which implies that
P (n) is convex in n. Thus, the reformulated optimization problem is
a convex optimization problem with an integer constraint.
Using convexity of P (n), we find an optimal n, denoted as nopt,
efficiently by increasing n by one from bTST /TCI,maxc until P (n) <
P (n+ 1) or n = bTST /TCI,minc which yields the optimal solution for
the original problem, TCI,opt = TST /nopt.
In practice, TCI,opt needs to be further adjusted according to the
constraint given by the BLE specification. That is, TCI should be a
multiple of 1.25msec. To this end, we get an approximate optimal
value of TCI,opt as a multiple of 1.25msec that is closest to TST /nopt.
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That is,




Even though TCI,opt 6= TST /nopt, we will show that performance
degradation due to this difference is negligible in Section 3.5.
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Figure 2.7: Overview of the CABLE system.
2.4 CABLE System Design
In this section, we describe our CABLE system that estimates link
quality (i.e., PER p) and obtains TCI,opt to minimize energy consump-
tion while maintaining connectivity. Fig. 2.7 depicts an overview of
the CABLE system. Reflecting that a master node generally has
higher computing power and battery capacity than a slave node, we
design the master to take the overall role of CABLE operation. Specif-
ically, the master calculates TCI,opt of a connection based on the esti-
mated PER and updates its TCI by sending an LL CONNECTION UPDATE REQ
packet to the slave. We implement CABLE by modifying the host part
of the master node since the controller part is generally implemented
in hardware chipset firmware that is difficult to modify. Our CABLE
system consists of two parts: PER estimator and TCI adjuster. PER
estimator estimates the PER p of the link between two connected
nodes and delivers it to TCI adjuster. This allows TCI adjuster to
calculate TCI,opt. The other parameters for TCI,opt calculation (i.e.,
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TST , TCI,min, and TCI,max) are given by the user application
5.
The following two subsections describe the detailed procedures of
our PER estimator and TCI adjuster.
2.4.1 PER estimator
Since the controller part does not provide any information (e.g., re-
transmission count) to the host part for PER estimation, we design
a new PER estimation scheme for the host part. Our intuition is to
utilize round trip time (RTT) of L2CAP ping packets for link quality
estimation which can be measured at the host.
To investigate the feasibility of using RTT for PER estimation,
we use Figure 3.4 that plots the CDF of RTT values of L2CAP ping
packets under two different link conditions (LOS and non-LOS links
with the distance 10m) when TCI = 1sec. Figure 3.4 shows that RTT
values over the LOS link are much smaller than those over the non-
LOS (NLOS) link. This indicates that RTT captures link quality and
may be effective for PER estimation. We also find out that RTT
values are quantized according to the step size TCI which comes from
the BLE’s retransmission strategy. That is, when a BLE node fails to
transmit a packet, it closes its current connection event and delays its
5In the case of TST and TCI,max, CABLE should adopt these values given from
the application because they are related with application service requirements (i.e.,
connection loss detection delay and maximum tolerable latency). On the other
hand, we let CABLE overwrite the TCI,min value given from the application also
with the minimum allowed value of 7.5msec for TCI adaptation. Note that such
a setting to a smaller TCI,min than the given one from the application helps to
provide better QoS than the required.
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(a) LOS link with 10m distance (b) NLOS link with 10m distance
Figure 2.8: CDF of Logical Link layer ping’s RTT with TCI = 1sec.
Figure 2.9: PER estimation based on L2CAP ping’s RTT.
retransmission attempt until the next connection event starts. This
leads to retransmission being delayed by one TCI .
Figure 2.9 illustrates quantized RTT by describing link-layer re-
transmission procedures of BLE. When the host part of the master
node generates an L2CAP ping packet, it delivers the packet to the
link layer’s Tx queue and transmits it at the start of the next connec-
tion event (i.e., after a delay of Toffset < TCI). If the transmission is
successful, the master node receives an ACK after one TCI , which re-
sults in the minimum RTT, denoted as RTTmin of (Toffset +TCI). In
case of failure, it retransmits the ping packet at the next connection
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event which increases RTT to Toffset + 2TCI .
Based on these observations, we can estimate the number of link
layer transmissions required for a ping packet, Nretx, using each mea-












where (Nretx−1) indicates the number of erroneous ping packet trans-
missions. We design our PER estimator to generate an L2CAP ping
packet over a period of Tping. After each ping packet exchange, PER
estimator updates p by using a moving average filter 6 and provides
the estimate to TCI adjuster to optimize TCI .
There is a trade-off relationship between ping packet overhead and
estimation accuracy in our PER estimation. We find that estimation
overhead is marginal compared to overhead from the BLE’s default
connection management mechanism. Since a connected node sends a
ping packet (size 21 bytes) instead of a null packet (10 bytes), each
ping exchange incurs 176 µsec additional radio-on time. In our testbed
experiments, this results in only an increase of 0.00176% in duty cycle
since we empirically set Tping to 10 seconds. Our performance evalu-
6A single PER value reflects link quality poorly, not only because a wireless
link fluctuates over time but also BLE continuously changes its frequency channel
according to the hopping pattern.
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ation shows that this Tping value and our PER estimation scheme are
suitable for CABLE .
2.4.2 TCI adjuster
Algorithm 1 TCI adaptation
1: procedure CIopt(p)
2: With PER value p given by PER estimator, and constant sys-
tem parameters TST , TCI,min, and TCI,max
3: for n = bTST /TCI,maxc → bTST /TCI,minc do




6: nopt ← n




10: if |pnew − p| > pth then
11: TCI,opt ← CIopt(pnew)




Our TCI adjuster updates TCI based on the PER p given by PER
estimator as presented in Algorithm 1. The procedure CIopt() in
Algorithm 1 is designed to find TCI,opt within the range (TCI,min ≤
TCI ≤ TCI,max) which is given by LE Create Connection Command
from an application profile. It gets an optimal TCI for the PER
value p by using the convexity of P (n) in Eq. (2.10). Specifically,
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it increases n by one from bTST /TCI,maxc until P (n) < P (n + 1) or
n = bTST /TCI,minc, and uses the final output n for nopt. Then, it
chooses a multiple of 1.25msec which is closest to TST /nopt as the
optimal value TCI,opt.
TCI adjuster executes the procedure CIupdate() whenever a new
PER value pnew is reported by PER estimator. Our intuition behind
the design of CIupdate() is that we need to prevent too frequent TCI
updates since each TCI update incurs several control packet exchanges
and consumes additional energy. To this end, CIupdate() updates
TCI,opt only when the gap between the new PER pnew (reported by
PER estimator) and the current PER p (used by TCI adjuster in
the previous TCI update) is larger than a threshold pth. When it
determines to update TCI , it calculates the optimal value TCI,opt by
executing CIopt(). Finally, it updates TCI of the ongoing connection
by sending an LE Connection Update Command7 to the controller
part and replaces p with pnew.
2.5 Performance Evaluation
We evaluate CABLE through both real-world experiments and simu-
lation. In simulation, we assume an idealized case where we can mod-
ify the controller part of BLE which allows CABLE to obtain PER
7TCI adjuster sets both TCI,max and TCI,min in LE Connection Update Com-
mand to TCI,opt, which forces the controller part to replace the current TCI with
the new TCI,opt (refer to Section 3.2.2). Then, the controller part starts Connection
Update Procedure with its slave node to apply the updated TCI .
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Table 2.1: Parameters for BLE operation
TAI 30msec TCI,min 7.5msec
TSI 60msec TCI,max 2sec
TSW 30msec TST 6sec
information without additional ping packet exchanges. The results
under two different channel scenarios show that CABLE outperforms
state-of-the-art BLE link layer protocols with fixed TCI . In experi-
mental benchmarking, we evaluate CABLE on real embedded devices
in an indoor testbed environment. The results show that our PER
estimation scheme provides accurate estimation of link quality with
low overhead and CABLE outperforms the current BLE in terms of
energy saving.
Table 2.1 shows the parameters for BLE operation used in our
performance evaluation. There are three operation parameters for
device discovery: advertising interval TAI , scan interval TSI , and scan
window TSW . These parameter values come from the BLE application
profile defined by Bluetooth SIG [25]. We determine the parameter
values for connection maintenance (i.e. TCI,min, TCI,max, and TST )
based on an off-the-shelf BLE device (Polar H7). Lastly, we set pth to
0.1 based on empirical testing.
2.5.1 Simulation results
In our simulation, we assume that the BLE controller part can be
modified and implement CABLE on the controller part by using a
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C++ based simulator. In this ideal case, CABLE updates PER in-
formation upon every (null) packet exchange at link layer, without
additional overhead for link estimation (i.e., L2CAP ping exchange).
Thus, we remove our PER estimation scheme in this case. This sce-
nario allows us to gauge the performance of CABLE in the event that
BLE chipset vendors adopt CABLE for their BLE chipsets8.
We consider two BLE nodes that maintain a BLE connection in the
context of a smart home application. Energy consumption is evaluated
by charge consumption of the slave node’s BLE chipset, assuming that
the master node is a wall-powered device (e.g., BLE home gateway).
We test CABLE ’s performance in two different channel scenarios for
an hour. The results are shown in Figure 2.10. First, Figure 2.10(a)
considers the case where all 40 BLE channels have the same and static
PER, which shows the effect of channel PER on the performance.
Second, we use a real-world channel trace to evaluate performance
under dynamic channel conditions in Figs. 2.10(b) through (d). To
obtain the channel trace, we capture all BLE channels in our indoor
testbed by using nRF-Sniffer of Nordic Semiconductor [26].
For comparison, we evaluate the performance of the conventional
BLE protocol using fixed connection intervals 0.25sec, 0.5sec, 1.0sec,
and 2.0sec. With this performance comparison, we clarify the ne-
cessity of adaptive connection interval control and the superiority of
8Based on our reverse-engineering with a few BLE chipset, we confirmed that
most of current off-the-shelf BLE chipset do not adapt TCI according to channel
condition. Thus, we foresee this work as a crucial ground in asking BLE chipset
vendors to adopt TCI adaptation mechanism like CABLE .
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(a) Charge consumption with static
channel
(b) Charge consumption with real
channel trace
(c) Connection losses with real channel
trace
(d) Null packets with real channel trace
Figure 2.10: Simulation results for two different channel scenarios;
figure (a) for the same and static channel PER scenario, and figures
(b)~(d) for a real channel trace scenario.
our CABLE . We evaluate a variant of CABLE , CABLEopt, in Fig-
ure 2.10 that finds TCI,opt with exhaustive search for all available TCI
values. CABLEopt serves as a reference point for what is, in principle,
achievable.
Figure 2.10(a) plots the charge consumption of the BLE chipset
at the slave node as a function of channel PER when all BLE chan-
nels have the same and static channel PER. First, we observe that
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charge consumption increases with channel PER in all cases. This is
because high channel PER incurs frequent supervision timeouts which
increase control overhead for connection recovery. By comparing the
four cases of fixed TCI , we find that as the channel PER changes, the
value of fixed TCI that achieves the minimum charge consumption
also changes. For example, TCI = 1.0sec outperforms the other cases
when PER = 0.2, while TCI = 0.25sec provides the best performance
when PER = 0.7. The results show that BLE performance may be
significantly improved by adapting TCI to time-varying channel con-
ditions.
The performance results of CABLE show it is able to respond to
varying channel conditions using the estimated PER. Adaptive con-
trol of TCI achieves significant performance improvement which nearly
matches that of CABLEopt. This reveals that our optimization algo-
rithm which has low computational overhead and uses multiples of
1.25msec in the discretized approximation is able to find a proper
TCI,opt indeed without significant performance degradation. In terms
of complexity, the simulation results also show that our CABLE re-
duces the number of iterations for optimal point searching in the range
87.8-99.9% over CABLEopt using exhaustive search. This reduced
complexity helps CABLE to rapidly adapt TCI according to dynamic
channel conditions.
Figure 2.10(b) through (d) show that CABLE outperforms the
current BLE with respect to various performance metrics for the four
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fixed TCI values under a real-world channel trace. Figure 2.10(b) plots
charge consumption and shows that CABLE reduces average power
consumption in the range 27–73% over fixed TCI cases. Figure 2.10(c)
and (d) show the trade-off relation between connection losses and null
packet exchanges. As the fixed TCI value decreases, the number of
connection losses decreases, which means that the BLE nodes can re-
duce energy consumption for connection recovery. On the other hand,
the number of null packets exchanged increases as TCI decreases,
which increases the energy consumption for null packet exchanges.
The trade-off relation between connection losses and null packet ex-
changes indicates that the performance gain of CABLE comes from
TCI adaptation.
For real-world experiments, we implemented CABLE on real em-
bedded devices using the Raspberry Pi with Linux kernel 3.17 and
CSR 8510 for the BLE module. Since we cannot modify the controller
part of the BLE chipset CSR 8510, we implemented CABLE—both
PER estimator and TCI adjuster—on the host part of BLE in the
Linux kernel. Thus the experimental results incorporate the effect of
PER estimation scheme on CABLE ’s performance. We configured
the indoor testbed environment with one master node and four slave
nodes as shown in Figure 3.7. We measured charge consumption of
each slave node’s BLE chipset to evaluate energy consumption perfor-
mance. Each slave node logs its BLE operations and we use the log
file after an experiment to calculate energy consumption by using the
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(a) Performance of PER estimation (b) Charge consumption of each slave
node
Figure 2.11: Experimental results from the indoor office testbed.
BLEeMod-Energy modeling library [8].
2.5.2 Experimental results
First, we investigate the performance of our PER estimator. To eval-
uate PER estimation that uses L2CAP ping’s RTT, we compare the
estimated PER results with those measured by nRF-Sniffer. Fig-
ure 2.11(a) shows the measured and estimated PERs of slaves 0 and
2 from Figure 3.7. We intentionally change the channel condition be-
tween the master and slave 2 by opening/closing the metal door as
discussed in Section 2.2.4. The results show that accuracy of PER es-
timator closely matches PER from sniffer measurements. The mean
gap between measured and estimated PERs is 0.016. Accurate PER
estimation in dynamic BLE channels is an important building block
for effective TCI control.
Second, we let each slave node maintain a connection with the
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master for 24 hours and measure total charge consumption of each
slave’s BLE chipset. Figure 2.11(b) plots charge consumption of the
four fixed TCI cases and CABLE . In the case of fixed TCI , the best TCI
value (i.e., minimum energy consumption) for each slave is different
depending on its channel condition. As expected, the best TCI value
decreases as link quality becomes worse. The results show that when
TCI is not suitable for a given link condition for connection mainte-
nance, BLE incurs large energy consumption. In contrast, CABLE
achieves minimum energy consumption for all the four slave nodes.
Its performance gain over the best fixed TCI case increases as link
condition becomes worse and unstable. CABLE reduces the charge
consumption in the range 2.3–38% compared to fixed TCI . Overall,
the experimental results show the effectiveness of CABLE in dynamic
real-world channel environments, its performance gains over current
BLE becoming more pronounced with increased channel variability.
2.6 Summary
In this paper, we investigated energy consumption and connection
maintenance issues of BLE in dynamic wireless environments. We
chose the connection interval of BLE as the key parameter and control
variable, focusing on how to effect adaptive control in dynamic chan-
nel environments. Through testbed experiments, we established that
fixed values assigned to connection interval by legacy BLE systems
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significantly impacts connection maintenance and energy consump-
tion. To exploit the potential performance improvements achievable
through adaptive control, we mathematically derived an optimal con-
nection interval for a given channel condition and designed the CA-
BLE system that estimates link quality and adjusts connection in-
terval dynamically. We evaluated the performance of CABLE both
through extensive simulation and testbed experiments. The simula-
tion results show that if CABLE is implemented at the BLE con-
troller part in firmware, significant performance gains are achievable
using traces from real-world wireless channels. The experimental re-
sults show that even when CABLE is implemented on the host part
due to the proprietary nature of today’s BLE controllers, significant





for RPL over BLE
3.1 Introduction
Internet of Things (IoT) is a technical megatrend in academia and
industry that aims to provide Internet connectivity to resource con-
strained embedded devices deployed over large areas. When combined
with recently advanced technologies such as low power and lossy net-
work (LLN), big data analysis, low cost sensing, and machine learning,
IoT has the potential to facilitate a variety of useful applications that
impact industry and global markets.
There have been various standardization efforts by IEEE, IETF,
ZigBee aliance, and Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG) to develop
protocols and application profiles for IoT systems. IPv6 routing pro-
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tocol for LLN, termed RPL [27], is one of such efforts. To support up-
coming smart grids and many other IoT applications, RPL constructs
a multi-hop LLN with a tree-like routing topology called destination-
oriented directed acyclic graph (DODAG), and enables bi-directional
IPv6 communication between resource constrained embedded devices.
At the link layer, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) and IEEE 802.15.4
are two popular low power and low cost wireless protocols. To date,
research (mostly wireless sensor networks) has focused on develop-
ing various communication and network techniques on top of IEEE
802.15.4 [28][29][30][31][32][33][34][35]. Recently, IEEE 802.15.4 started
to deliver IPv6 packets using 6LoWPAN as an adaptation layer, which
provides interoperability with the larger Internet. As a result, IEEE
802.15.4 is widely used in RPL-based multi-hop IoT networks (e.g.,
Cisco’s CG-Mesh network for smart grid [36]) as an underlying link
layer protocol. On the other hand, BLE was designed to support sin-
gle hop range applications which include wearable technologies such
as smart watches and some applications in the health care IT.
BLE has not been a focus of wireless sensor network research for
multi-hop communication, in contrast to other link layer technologies
such as IEEE 802.15.4. In this paper, we aim to show that BLE
multi-hop communication can be valuable for several reasons. First,
compared to IEEE 802.15.4 [37], BLE provides four times higher data
rate (250 kbps vs. 1 Mbps) as well as lower power consumption for
transmission and reception. It has the capability of avoiding wireless
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interference from other devices by exploiting frequency hopping. Sec-
ond, the synchronous characteristic of its MAC protocol can improve
data delivery performance over asynchronous MACs such as Contiki-
MAC and BoX-MAC, which are widely used for IEEE 802.15.4-based
multi-hop networks. Third, from a practical point of view, many of
today’s smartphones are equipped with BLE which facilitates legacy
compatible deployment, accessibility and usability [23].
The Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG) defined a new logical
link layer channel dedicated to IP-based connections in the Bluetooth
4.1 specification [18]. This specification allows a BLE node to per-
form multiple roles (master and slave) simultaneously which enables
a BLE-based multi-hop network with hierarchical tree topology. In
the most recent 4.2 specification, Internet Protocol Support Profiles
(IPSP) and HTTP Proxy Service (HPS) have been standardized for
the Internet accessibility of Bluetooth smart sensors through a BLE
gateway [19][20]. In addition, IETF recently standardized 6LoWPAN
for BLE, which enables BLE to deliver IPv6 packets [38].
As part of these trends, in this paper, we consider a protocol stack
that aims to run RPL of the IETF standard over BLE to construct
BLE-based multi-hop networks. Our motivation is that, when consid-
ering the current status and strength of BLE, mounting a standard
routing protocol such as RPL on top of BLE may greatly improve its
usability and deliver performance on par with, or better than, IEEE
802.15.4 in large scale applications.
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The contributions of this paper are four-fold.
 We interconnect standard routing protocol RPL completely with
BLE as a new approach. We propose a synergistic architecture
for RPL over BLE that constructs an energy-efficient and reliable
multi-hop network through connection-less broadcast of RPL con-
trol messages and connection-oriented data delivery.
 We design an adaptation layer between BLE and RPL, termed AL-
BER, which effects energy-efficient delivery of RPL control mes-
sages, connection-aware parent change, and calculation of BLE-
specific routing metric for RPL. We implement the full protocol
stack of RPL over BLE including ALBER in a Linux kernel.
 In an indoor multi-hop LLN testbed, we experimentally evaluate
ALBER. We show that it enables RPL to run on top of BLE without
losing each protocol’s strengths, as a result of which RPL over BLE
significantly outperforms RPL over IEEE 802.15.4.
 We experimentally investigate the effect of varying connection in-
terval on the performance of RPL over BLE which reveals that con-
nection interval control has a significant effect on RPL over BLE ’s
performance.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 pro-
vides background on RPL, BLE, and 6LoWPAN for BLE. Section 3.3
presents our design of RPL over BLE including ALBER. Section 3.4
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describes its implementation details. In Section 3.5, we evaluate ex-
tensively RPL over BLE ’s performance in an indoor testbed and com-




In this part, we describe ContikiRPL, which is the default RPL im-
plementation in Contiki. RPL defines RANK to represent the routing
distance from a node to the root. By default, each node in ContikiRPL
uses the end-to-end expected transmission count (ETX ) toward the
root as its own RANK. Let ETX(n, pn) represent the ETX from node
n to its parent candidate pn. Then node n calculates its routing met-
ric for each parent candidate as R(pn) = RANK(pn) + ETX(n, pn).
RPL constructs a DODAG by designing each node to select a parent
node that has the smallest routing metric among its parent candidate
nodes.
Each node broadcasts the routing information including its RANK
using DODAG information object (DIO) messages. To achieve a bal-
ance between control overhead and fast recovery, RPL triggers DIO
message transmissions based on the TrickleT imer [12] which doubles
the broadcast period after every DIO transmission and re-initializes
it to the minimum value when route inconsistency is detected. Each
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node recognizes its neighbor nodes and their RANKs from received
DIO messages. RPL constructs downward routes simply as the re-
verse of upward ones. To this end, each node periodically transmits
destination advertisement object (DAO) messages toward the root
through its upward route.
3.2.2 BLE link layer operation
BLE has two types of channels: 3 advertising channels and 37 data
channels. Advertising channels support connection-less message ex-
changes through advertising and scanning as depicted in Figure 3.1(a),
where the advertiser and the scanner denote a sender and a receiver,
respectively. The advertiser performs an advertising event (i.e., Ad-
vEvent in Figure 3.1(a)) periodically with advertising interval TA,
which comprises three message transmissions, i.e., one for each of the
three advertising channels. On the other hand, the scanner tries to
receive advertised packets by waking up periodically with scan inter-
val TS and scanning an advertising channel during a scan window TW .
It scans a different advertising channel at each wake-up.
Based on connection-less message exchanges, BLE performs de-
vice discovery and connection establishment procedures in advertis-
ing channels. Specifically, each BLE node notifies its presence to its
neighbor nodes by advertising control packets. Once a node (scanner)
willing to make a connection with the advertiser detects its presence
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(b) Connection-oriented operation on data channels
Figure 3.1: Link layer operation of BLE in each channel type.
tion Request packet (i.e., CONNECT REQ in Figure 3.1(a)). After
the two nodes established a connection, each of them becomes a mas-
ter or slave node according to its role in device discovery (i.e., scanner
or advertiser, respectively). Then, they exchange data packets over
data channels.
There are two advantages of using data channels rather than adver-
tising channels for data communication. First, the two nodes in con-
nection are synchronized in time domain and share a periodic wake-up
schedule (i.e., connection interval TCI in Figure 3.1(b)). Every TCI
they start a connection event (ConEvent) and exchange null packets
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to check validity of link connection (shown as ‘ConEvent with slave
2’ in the figure). If they have data packets for transmission, they
exchange them instead of null packets. After the packet exchange is
finished, the two nodes close ConEvent and sleep together. Owing to
time synchronization, a parent node (master) can schedule its chil-
dren nodes (slaves) to transmit without overlapping with each other
in time domain, thus resulting in contention-free data transmission.
Second, for efficient use of 37 data channels, a parent node and its
connected children nodes share a pseudo-random hopping sequence
that helps to avoid collision with other parent-children (master-slave)
pairs. This frequency hopping mechanism is one of its most unique
features of BLE that diffentiate it from IEEE 802.15.4. BLE adjusts
the hopping sequence considering the link quality of each data chan-
nel, which mitigates interference from other systems such as WiFi by
removing bad channels from the channel list for the given hopping
sequence.
3.2.3 6LoWPAN for BLE
Since RPL is an IPv6 routing protocol for LLNs which consist of
low cost devices, a fundamental assumption behind this is that (long
and heavy) IPv6 packets have to be delivered through a lightweight
link layer. When RPL was introduced, IEEE 802.15.4 was the only
lightweight link layer protocol that met this requirement. Specifically,
IETF standardized an adaptation layer, named 6LoWPAN [39], which
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Figure 3.2: Design overview of the proposed architecture for RPL over
BLE.
enables IPv6 packet transmission over IEEE 802.15.4 by using header
compression and packet fragmentation. This is one of the reasons why
existing RPL implementations are built on top of IEEE 802.15.4.
Recently, IETF standardized 6LoWPAN for BLE which opens the
possibility of adopting another underlying link layer for RPL. Al-
though 6LoWPAN over BLE provides almost the same functions as
that over IEEE 802.15.4, it has some unique features related with BLE
connection management. For instance, 6LoWPAN over BLE allows a
BLE node to exchange IPv6 packets only with connected nodes and
over data channels. Thus, when designing RPL over BLE , connection-
oriented IPv6 packet exchanges over data channels are necessary, not
only to improve performance but also to make it standard-compliant.
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3.3 Design of RPL over BLE
Our work focuses on designing a feasible BLE-based multi-hop mesh
network which has great compatibility, extendability, and applicability
as part of IoT. To make it IPv6- and standard-compliant, we use stan-
dard IP protocols such as RPL and 6LoWPAN for BLE. Our design
aims to run RPL over BLE without losing each one’s strengths that
are RPL’s route management and BLE’s energy-efficient and reliable
packet delivery. To achieve this goal, we consider a new architecture
for RPL over BLE that utilizes synergistic effects between RPL and
BLE, and design ALBER to support this architecture. In this section,
we describe design details of our proposal.
3.3.1 Synergistic Network Architecture for RPL over
BLE
We propose a new network architecture for RPL over BLE , which ex-
ploits both connection-less and connection-oriented packet exchanges
provided by BLE. To this end, we first analyze pros and cons of using
each of the two channel types in BLE and design RPL over BLE to
use each of them for transmission of different types of packets. The
data packet exchange over data channels, which needs to operate with
6LoWPAN, consumes low energy and provides high reliability owing
to synchronous operation and channel hopping. However, BLE does
not allow a node pair to use data channels before they are connected
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and synchronized in time domain. This leads BLE to use advertising
channels for device discovery and connection establishment procedures
that can be performed between two nodes without connection.
We combine channel usage features of BLE with neighbor discov-
ery and parent selection functionalities of RPL, as depicted in Fig-
ure 3.2. That is, a node broadcasts DIO messages over advertising
channels, which enables its unconnected neighbor nodes to obtain its
routing information. Each node selects a parent node among its par-
ent candidates using received DIOs from its neighbor nodes, and then
establishes a BLE connection with a parent node through advertis-
ing channels. Then, it exchanges data packets and DAOs with the
connected parent node (master) over data channels.
Even after a node joins the network through a valid parent node,
it scans advertising channels every scan interval to update its par-
ent candidate set by using received DIOs. Furthermore, it performs
periodic wake-ups in data channels and exchanges data packets with
its parent node or a child node. This design choice allows resource
constrained nodes to benefit from both RPL and BLE. That is, they
exchange data packets reliably and energy efficiently using BLE, while
constructing and recovering multi-hop routing topology using RPL.
Lastly, this architecture completely avoids collision between con-
trol and data packets because their transmissions are separated in the
frequency domain, which provides contention-free data delivery even





























Figure 3.3: Exchange of RPL control messages over advertising chan-
nels with low power listening.
3.3.2 DIO broadcast over advertising channels
In the BLE standard specification, unlike data channels, advertising
channels deliver packets in an asynchronous manner, which is highly
affected by the four operation parameters: scan interval (TS), scan
window (TW ), advertising timeout period (TATO)
1, and advertising
interval (TA). However, when using advertising channels with the de-
fault parameter settings, a BLE node suffers from low packet delivery
ratio and low energy efficiency. We need to improve the performance
by tuning these parameters for routing topology management, given
that DIO messages that contain important routing information are
delivered through advertising channels.
We use a low power listening (LPL) protocol [29] with proper
settings of the above four parameters, as depicted in Figure 3.3. For
reliable delivery in advertising channels, a scanner detects at least one
1For DIO message broadcasting, a BLE node repeats advertising events during
an advertising timeout period. Even though BLE specification does not specify
this period, we newly define it for our design, given that a BLE chipset allows its
upper layer to start or stop sending advertising packets.
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advertising packet during a scanning procedure, which runs with the
two constraints: TATO ≥ TS and TA ≤ TW . In addition, the transmis-
sion overhead needs to be minimized to reduce energy consumption
for sending advertising packets. To this end, we set TATO = TS and
TA = TW .
With this configuration, we further minimize energy consumption
of a node in advertising channels by parameter optimization. The














where V is the voltage of power supply, and Is and Ia are the current
consumptions during scanning and advertising, respectively. TDIO
represents the DIO broadcast interval and Ta is the packet trans-
mission time. Here, the left term comes from the fact that a node
scans an advertising channel for TW every TS , which results in the
default duty-cycle of TW /TS . The right term represents energy con-
sumption for message transmission. An advertising node generates
an advertising event TATO/TA times for a DIO message delivery.
In addition, each advertising event has three packet transmissions
over the three advertising channels, which results in the duty-cycle of
(3Ta · TATO)/(TA · TDIO) for DIO transmission.
Using the two conditions of TATO = TS and TA = TW , and letting
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X = TW /TS , we can rewrite Eq. (1) as











Given that the current consumptions of a BLE node during receiving
and transmitting modes are almost the same (i.e., Ia ' Is) [2], we can
further simplify Xopt as
√
3Ta/TDIO. Using this value, the LPL proto-
col can deliver DIO messages over advertising channels with minimal
energy consumption.
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(a) LOS link with 10 m distance (b) NLOS link with 10 m distance
Figure 3.4: CDF of Logical Link layer ping’s RTT with TCI = 1sec.
3.3.3 Routing metric for RPL over BLE
Although RPL decouples routing metric from the standard specifica-
tion, the most widely used routing metrics are end-to-end ETX and
the combination of ETX and hop distance. However, these routing
metrics cannot be applied to RPL over BLE since BLE link layer
does not provide information about link layer retransmission for the
upper layer. To help link quality estimation that is necessary to ob-
tain routing metric, ALBER makes each child node periodically trans-
mit a ping packet of Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol
(L2CAP) to its parent node over data channels, and uses its round
trip time (RTT).
Figure 3.4 shows the CDF of RTT values for link layer ping packets
under two different link conditions (line-of-sight (LOS) and non-LOS
(NLOS) links with the distance of 10 m) when the connection interval
is 1 second. We use this figure to investigate feasibility of using an
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RTT-based link quality metric and get an intuition about how to
obtain a useful routing metric. We first observe that RTT values
in the LOS link condition is much smaller than those in the NLOS
link condition. This reveals that RTT reflects link quality indeed and
has potential to be used as a link quality metric. Furthermore, we
find out that RTT values are clearly quantized with the step size of
connection interval, which comes from BLE’s retransmission strategy.
That is, when a BLE node fails to transmit a packet, it closes its
current connection event and delays its retransmission attempt until
the next connection event starts. This leads each retransmission to
be delayed by one connection interval.
From these observations, we can simplify each measured RTT








Then, we define a new metric, called ECI (Expected number of Con-
nection Interval), as the exponentially weighted moving average of
NCI , and use it to represent link quality. Accordingly, node n cal-
culates its routing metric for its parent candidate pn as R(pn) =
RANK(pn) + ECI(n, pn) where RANK(pn) is the end-to-end ECI
between pn and the root, and ECI(n, pn) is the ECI between node n
and its parent pn.
Our link estimation scheme has a trade-off relation between ping
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packet overhead and estimation accuracy. In this sense, we find out
that the additional overhead is marginal compared to that of BLE’s
default connection management mechanism. Since a connected node
sends a ping packet (21 bytes) instead of a null packet (10 bytes), each
ping exchange requires only 176 µsec more radio-on time due to its 11
bytes larger packet size. In our testbed experiments, we empirically
set the ping packet interval as 10 seconds, which results in only a
0.00176% increase in the duty cycle. Our performance evaluation
shows that this ping packet interval is small enough to change routing
topology according to link conditions, and our link estimation scheme
is suitable to RPL over BLE .
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Figure 3.5: Protocol stack of RPL over BLE including ALBER.
3.3.4 RPL parent change with BLE connection man-
agement
Figure 3.5 shows the protocol stack of RPL over BLE that includes
ALBER. Differently from RPL over IEEE 802.15.4, RPL over BLE
allows a node to exchange IPv6 data packets through 6LoWPAN only
with connected nodes. If the RPL of a node changes its parent node
arbitrarily, 6LoWPAN starts to drop all the packets targeted at a new
parent because it cannot find a valid connection with the new parent
node.
To reduce inefficient packet losses, we design a seamless parent
change mechanism for RPL over BLE as illustrated in Figure 3.6,
which allows ALBER (rather than RPL) to determine whether to
change a parent node considering BLE’s connection status. Specifi-
cally, when RPL needs to select a new parent node, it notifies this
event to ALBER, rather than updating the routing table hastily.
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Figure 3.6: Connection-aware parent change procedures in RPL over
BLE .
Then, ALBER makes BLE link layer establish a connection with the
new parent node. After BLE link layer creates a connection, it reports
Connection Complete Event to ALBER, which enables RPL to change
the default route entry to the new parent node. When the BLE link
layer fails to make a connection, RPL selects another parent node and
repeats the same procedures again. Finally, after ALBER is reported
that RPL finished updating the routing table, it makes BLE link layer
cut off the connection with the old parent node and terminates the
parent change procedures.
3.4 ALBER Implementation
We have implemented RPL over BLE in Linux kernel version 3.17 with
the use of a BLE commercial chipset and the BLE module covering
HCI, L2CAP and 6LoWPAN, which are available in the current kernel
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-LE Set Scan Parameter Command
-LE Set Scan Enable Command
-LE Set Advertising Parameter Command
-LE Set Advertising Data Command
-LE Set Advertise Enable Command
Parent change with
connection management
-LE Create Connection Command
-LE Set Advertising Parameter Command
-LE Set Advertise Enable Command
-Disconnect Command
version. We first implemented RPL in the Linux kernel based on
ContikiRPL source code [40], and placed ALBER between RPL and
the BLE module, as depicted in Figure 3.5. This hierarchical structure
is designed for ALBER to perform required functions, and provides
backward compatibility while minimizing modification of other layers.
Even though BLE’s link and PHY layers (controller part) are gen-
erally implemented on a BLE hardware chipset, BLE provides various
Host Controller Interface (HCI) commands, which helps the upper
layer (host part) to manage some link level operations and determine
lower layer parameters.
We design ALBER to use some of these HCI commands to inter-
connect RPL with BLE, as summarized in Table 3.1. Then, the HCI
layer controls BLE’s link layer operation when it receives HCI com-
mands from ALBER. Moreover, it allows ALBER to have necessary
link level information for the operation of RPL over BLE by reporting
some link layer events such as connection establishment and advertis-
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Figure 3.7: Testbed topology map with 29 nodes and one root.
ing packet reception. Finally, ALBER sends an L2CAP ping request
to the L2CAP layer, and updates its ECI value by the received RTT
value.
We modify ContikiRPL to support our RPL over BLE as fol-
lows. First, we make RPL send DIO messages through ALBER which
achieves connection-less DIO message delivery over advertising chan-
nels2. Second, we design RPL to update its routing table after having
ALBER’s approval. Finally, we use ECI (instead of ETX) as a routing
metric to represent BLE’s link quality.
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Figure 3.8: TelosB for IEEE 802.15.4 node (left), a set of Raspberry




We configured a testbed topology in an indoor office environment as
depicted in Figure 3.7, where a total of 31 nodes were deployed with
one root node (marked with the star). For an IEEE 802.15.4 node,
we use a TelosB clone device [41] with an MSP430 microcontroller
and a CC2420 radio, and use a transmission power of 0 dBm with an
antenna gain of 5 dB. For a BLE node, we use a Raspberry Pi device
with Linux kernel version 3.17 and a Broadcom BCM4356 chipset as
a BLE radio, with the same antenna gain of 5 dB as for an 802.15.4
node. Lastly, we use NI USB-6210 to measure the duty-cycle of a
BLE radio since the BLE chipset does not provide this information.
Figure 3.8 shows the devices we used in our experiments.
With the above hardware setup, we use a set of ContikiRPL and
2Note that DAOs and data packets in our design are delivered through IPv6
and 6LoWPAN.
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ContikiMAC of Contiki 2.7 to evaluate the performance of RPL over
IEEE 802.15.4, where the default sleep interval of ContikiMAC is 125
msec. For RPL over BLE , we use the connection interval of 50 msec
(i.e., default value in HCI layer) and determine the parameters for
scanning and advertising operations on advertising channels based on
the optimization in Section 3.3.2. Although our mathematical analysis
gives BLE’s default duty-cycle (TW /TS) of only 0.1%, we practically
exploit a sightly larger value of 0.2% in our experiments since the
current BLE specification gives the parameter range requirements as
TA(= TW ) ≥20 msec and TS ≤10.24 sec.
3.5.2 Comparison of RPL over BLE vs. RPL over 802.15.4
We first evaluate the effect of link dynamics on the performance
of RPL over BLE by delivering a light upstream traffic3 (5 min-
utes/packet/node) for 24 hours. For comparison, we also evaluate
the performance of RPL over IEEE 802.15.4 on both channels of 17
and 264.
Figs. 3.9(a) through 3.9(d) plot various performance metrics per
hour. We first observed that RPL over IEEE 802.15.4 on channel 17
performs too bad (i.e., packet reception ratio (PRR) of ∼0%) during
a day-time due to WiFi interference. Thus, we plot the results of
another case that a node selects a parent node only when its received
3For brevity, we omitted the performance evaluation of downstream traffic de-
livery in this paper.
4Here channel 17 is with much heavier WiFi interference than channel 26.
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(a) PRR vs. time (b) PRR of each node
(c) Parent changes vs. time (d) Routing overhead vs. time
Figure 3.9: Performance metrics of RPL over BLE and RPL over
IEEE 802.15.4 for 24 hours in a light traffic scenario (5 min-
utes/packet/node).
signal strength is higher than -70 dBm. Figure 3.9(a) shows that this
filtering-based parent selection improves PRR performance on channel
17. However, it still shows the worst PRR all the time, and this PRR
performance was further degraded during a day-time as low as ∼25%.
This reveals that RPL over IEEE 802.15.4 significantly suffers from
WiFi interference.
On channel 26, RPL over IEEE 802.15.4 provides much better
PRR. However, it still experiences some level of PRR degradation
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since ContikiMAC detects on-going packet transmissions using energy
detection for an extremely short period5, which incurs packet losses
due to its low probability of energy detection.
On the other hand, RPL over BLE provides not only the best
performance among competitors, but also almost perfect PRR per-
formance all the time. This is because BLE’s frequency hopping
mechanism enables RPL over BLE to overcome link dynamics and
WiFi interference. Moreover, owing to use of a synchronous MAC, a
BLE node knows when its connected nodes wake up and send packets
based on time synchronization, i.e., not energy detection. Lastly, Fig-
ure 3.9(b) reveals that RPL over BLE provides nearly perfect PRR
fairness among the nodes while RPL over IEEE 802.15.4 shows node
location-dependent PRR due to each node’s different link condition.
Figs. 3.9(c) and 3.9(d) show that RPL over IEEE 802.15.4 takes a
great effort to overcome link dynamics, which results in frequent par-
ent changes and more routing control packet transmissions. However,
the results in Figure 3.9(a) reveal that these efforts are not sufficient
to reduce packet losses. In contrast, our RPL over BLE maintains
quite stable routing topology and much lower routing overhead com-
pared to RPL over IEEE 802.15.4 all the time, which clearly shows
a positive effect of BLE’s connection-based operation.
In Figs. 3.10(a) and 3.10(b), we compare RPL over BLE and
RPL over IEEE 802.15.4 (on channel 26) under varying traffic load
5This design choice minimizes energy consumption for periodic wake-ups.
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(a) PRR vs. traffic load (b) Duty-cycle of a leaf node (node 30)
vs. traffic load
Figure 3.10: Performance comparison of RPL over BLE vs. RPL over
IEEE 802.15.4 with varying traffic load.
in terms of PRR and duty-cycle6. In these experiments, we make
the sleep interval of ContikiMAC equal to the connection interval of
BLE (i.e., 50 msec) for fair comparison. As traffic load increases, RPL
over IEEE 802.15.4 experiences significant PRR degradation as low as
∼80%. In ContikiMAC, a sender transmits packets repetitively during
a whole sleep interval because it does not know when its receiver wakes
up, which incurs contention and throughput degradation at heavy load
even without WiFi interference.
On the other hand, RPL over BLE maintains nearly perfect PRR
regardless of traffic load since it does not require repetitive trans-
missions. Furthermore, in this architecture, we design a parent node
(master) to schedule connection events of its children nodes, and to
transmit control and data packets over different channel types, which
6We measured the duty-cycle of a leaf node (node 30) to focus on the effect of
link layer operation on energy consumption, rather than on time-varying routing
topology.
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leads to contention-free data transmissions.
Figure 3.10(b) shows that RPL over BLE provides lower duty-
cycle than RPL over IEEE 802.15.4, and the performance gain further
increases up to 32%. This is because BLE’s synchronous operation
does not require repetitive (and redundant) transmissions, and its
higher data rate (1 Mbps) helps to reduce packet transmission time. In
addition, ContikiMAC has a false wake-up problem due to its energy-
based packet detection and consumes more energy, which is not a
problem in the case of BLE.
From the results of duty-cycle performance, we can infer three
more things. First, given that the duty-cycle gain of RPL over BLE
increases with traffic load, it benefits bottleneck nodes in a multi-
hop network more significantly. Second, given that BLE consumes
lower energy than IEEE 802.15.4 for transmission and reception, the
energy saving effect of RPL over BLE overwhelms its duty-cycle im-
provement. Finally, given that the total duty-cycle of RPL over BLE
was measured as 1% and the default duty-cycle (TW /TS) in adver-
tising channels is 0.2%, we can infer that connection-based operation
on data channels requires duty cycle of 0.8% (four times larger than
the default one)7. This implies that we may further prolong battery
lifetime by increasing connection interval.
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(a) PRR of each node vs. connection
interval
(b) Queue loss ratio of each node vs.
connection interval
Figure 3.11: Performance of RPL over BLE with varying connection
interval in a heavy traffic scenario (30 seconds/packet/node).
3.5.3 Effect of varying connection interval
Figs. 3.11(a) and 3.11(b) depict end-to-end PRR and packet loss
ratio at link layer queue of each node, as the connection interval in-
creases from the default value, when the data packet interval is 15
seconds/packet/node. Our results show that PRR decreases with con-
nection interval since each node has less chances to transmit packets
to its parent node. Specifically, a node with many children nodes can
experience more queue losses since it receives too many packets dur-
ing a connection interval without having any opportunity to transmit
packets. Given that use of a larger connection interval has potential
to save energy, we need to carefully determine the connection interval
to achieve required throughput with minimal energy consumption.
Furthermore, from Figure 3.11(b), we observe that only a few
nodes experience packet losses much more severely than other nodes.
7This includes periodic wake-ups and null (or data) packet exchange.
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This unfair packet loss rate comes from the fact that a multi-hop
network naturally makes nodes near the root node suffer much more
relay burden and RPL has the load balancing problem [42]. This
gives us an intuition that PRR performance of RPL over BLE can be
improved by reducing the connection interval only for a few bottleneck
nodes, without consuming large energy. From these results, we believe
that connection interval control can be a valuable research topic for
RPL over BLE .
3.5.4 Effect of ECI-based routing metric
Now we investigate the effect of using ECI-based routing metric on
the performance of RPL over BLE . To this end, we use Figs. 3.12(a)
through 3.12(d) which plot various performance metrics per hour
when RPL over BLE delivers light traffic (5 minutes/packet/node)
for 24 hours with and without the proposed routing metric. Given
that a BLE node does not feedback its link quality to the upper layers,
we configure ‘RPL over BLE without ECI’ to use only hop distance
for its routing metric8.
Figure 3.12(a) shows that our ECI-based routing metric for RPL
over BLE leads to a slightly better average PRR all the time since
it reflects link quality by using periodic ping packet transmissions.
This can be verified in Figure 3.12(c), which shows that the proposed
routing metric provides much lower link layer ECI by enabling each
8This still measures ECI for performance comparison.
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(a) PRR vs. time (b) PRR of each node
(c) ECI vs. time (d) Parent change vs. time
Figure 3.12: Performance of RPL over BLE with and without our
ECI-based routing metric, for 24 hours in a light traffic scenario (5
minutes/packet/node).
node to select a parent node with good link quality. This enhanced
parent selection stabilizes routing topology and results in a reduced
number of parent changes as shown in Figure 3.12(d). Furthermore,
Figure 3.12(b) reveals that the new routing metric improves PRR
fairness among nodes. This confirms necessity of using the ECI-based
routing metric by showing that, depending on physical topology, a
certain node continuously suffers from packet losses without using
link quality for routing metric.
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3.6 Summary
In this paper, we interconnected RPL with BLE and constructed a
BLE-based multi-hop network. Our approach was motivated by the
potential that a standard-compliant multi-hop BLE network has great
potential in the IoT domain. This is due to BLE being more accessi-
ble than IEEE 802.15.4, having a higher data rate compared to IEEE
802.15.4, using frequency hopping to mitigate interference, and syn-
chronous operation.
We proposed a synergistic network architecture that incorporates
a redesigned RPL control message broadcast, RPL parent change pro-
cedures, and RPL routing metric. This is captured by a new adapta-
tion layer, termed ALBER, which enables tight coupling of RPL and
BLE operations.
We evaluated the performance of RPL over BLE through exten-
sive experiments in an indoor testbed. We compared the performance
results with that of RPL over IEEE 802.15.4 which showed signif-
icant improvement. We also showed that RPL over BLE is quite
robust under varying link dynamics and WiFi interference. The pro-
posed architecture significantly improves end-to-end packet delivery
performance with low duty-cycle.
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Chapter 4
Wi-BLE: A Novel Layered




The research on disaster communication network construction has
been focused on the mobile wireless communication technology uti-
lizing the base station infrastructure such as TETRA (Terrestrial
Trunked Radio) and PS-LTE (Public Safety LTE) [43][44]. And the
disaster network configuration focuses on communication support be-
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Table 4.1: Comparison between Wi-Fi and BLE
Wi-Fi (11n) BLE
Tx/Rx power consumption 1224/302 mW 95/95 mW
Tx power 17.5 dBm 10 dBm
Coverage ∼100 m ∼30 m
PHY data rate ∼600 Mbps 1 Mbps
tween rescuers having dedicated terminals. However, when the exist-
ing communication infrastructure is destroyed by a disaster such as
a large-scale earthquake, flood, or fire, ordinary people having only
commercial smart phone device will fall into a state of incommunicable
state.
In order to solve the communication isolation problem in the mo-
bile communication shadow area, we proposed a multi-hop ad-hoc
network configuration using a smart phone in disaster situation. For
the smart phone based multi-hop network configuration, we can con-
sider two candidate wireless technologies (i.e., Wi-Fi and BLE) and
the characteristics of each communication interface are summarized
in Table 4.1.
As shown in the table, Wi-Fi has wide transmission range and
high data rate, while its high power consumption can significantly
reduce the life time of smart phones in a disaster situation. On the
other hands, BLE’s low power consumption makes BLE be suitable for
disaster communication where the lifetime of the smartphone is very
important. However, BLE’s low data rate is not enough to support
the high data rate service like video call, which can limit the use of
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BLE in disaster situations.
In this chapter, we have proposed a novel layered architecture
of Wi-Fi and BLE (Wi-BLE ) that uses both protocols together to
meet the requirement of the ad-hoc network in a disaster situation.
The main idea of Wi-BLE is that we can use BLE to construct the
disaster multi-hop network with low energy consumption and turn
on Wi-Fi interface only when the service requiring high data rate
like video call is executed by a user. To do this, we first designed
Mobile Ad-hoc for BLE (MABLE ) layer to construct underlay BLE
network with low power consumption. It uses routing protocol Ad
hoc On demand Distance Vector (AODV) to find BLE route from a
source to a destination node. Then, we can use low data rate service
like text message exchange through this BLE path. When a high
data rate service is executed, Wi-BLE layer triggers a Wi-Fi network
configuration by delivering some control packet through the underlay
BLE network. The Wi-BLE control packets make the nodes on the
BLE path turn on their Wi-Fi interface and join the Wi-Fi ad-hoc
network. Finally, Wi-BLE can support the high data rate service
using the Wi-Fi network. The contribution of this chapter are four-
fold:
 We propose a novel layered architecture of Wi-Fi and BLE networks
that constructs an energy-efficient and high data rate supportable
multi-hop network by using Wi-Fi on/off control that turn on Wi-Fi
only when it is needed.
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 We implement MABLE layer using routing protocol AODV to con-
struct BLE multi-hop network which can support low data rate
service and Wi-BLE control packet exchanges.
 For Wi-BLE operation, we define two types of Wi-BLE control
packets and implement Wi-BLE layer over MABLE layer to deliver
the control packet over the underlay BLE path. We also define two
types of routing method of Wi-BLE and design a new path metric
for the routing in Wi-Fi ad-hoc network.
 We experimentally investigate the performance of Wi-BLE com-
pared to a conventional Wi-Fi network using AODV, which reveals
that Wi-BLE can reduce the average power consumption of nodes
by 80% without losing the high data rate support.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2,
we present our motivation to propose Wi-BLE and its use scenario
in disaster situations. Section 4.3 describes the overview of Wi-BLE
operation and its architecture. In Section 4.4, we implement MABLE
layer to construct underlay BLE path. In Section 4.5, we define and
proposed control packet format and routing method for Wi-BLE op-
eration and Section 4.6 shows the detailed environment and work for
Wi-BLE implementation. Then, we provide performance evaluation
in Section 4.7, followed by summarizing remarks in Section 4.8.
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4.2 Background
4.2.1 Application requirements of ad-hoc networks for
disaster communications
This section summarizes the requirements to consider when configur-
ing an ad-hoc network with smartphones for disaster communication
in the event of a catastrophic collapse of a cellular network. First, low
power consumption should be considered as an important requirement
in order to remain communicable until the isolated people are rescued
from disaster situations. Since the communication availability can be
directly related to the survival rate of survivors, the energy consumed
by the smartphone in order to maintain the ad-hoc network should
be minimized. Next, providing a data rate above a certain level may
be another requirement. In the event of a disaster, a text message
exchange to inform the rescue signal becomes the main disaster com-
munication service. However, in some cases, a service that requires
a high data rate such as video transmission is needed in order to in-
form the rescue team about the appearance of the disaster site or
the current state of the rescuer. However, the provision of high data
rates and low energy consumption are basically conflicting concepts,
so providing both together is a big challenge.
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4.2.2 Candidate wireless interfaces for ad-hoc networks
When off-the-shelf smart phones are used to construct ad-hoc net-
works, we can consider two candidate wireless protocols (i.e. Wi-Fi
and BLE). In the case of Wi-Fi, it provides high data rate which can
satisfy the throughput requirement for Emergency video transmission
in disaster situations. However, it’s high power consumption accel-
erates the battery drain on smartphone, which can reduce people’s
survival rate. On the other hands, BLE’s power consumption is un-
der one-hundredth that of Wi-fi, which can dramatically increase the
lifetime of smartphones. However, since the data rate of the BLE is
only 1 Mbps which is not enough in some applications like video call, it
also has a limitation to be used in a disaster network. Considering the
pros and cons of each of these protocols, we proposed a layred archi-
tecture of Wi-BLE using both Wi-Fi and BLE to maintain low power
consumption while providing high data rates in disaster networks.
4.2.3 Wi-BLE use scenario
When disaster destroyed existing cellular networks, people can use
Wi-BLE to construct ad-hoc network using their own smart phones
for disaster communication. Once users start to run Wi-BLE system
on their smart phones, Wi-BLE first turn on only BLE interface to
join an ad-hoc network using only a small amount of energy. After
their smart phones succeed to build BLE ad-hoc networks, the users
can use low data rate service like text message exchange using the
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Figure 4.1: Protocol stack of Wi-BLE .
BLE-based multi-hop networks. Then, when the users want to execute
a service that requires high data rate such as video transmission, Wi-
BLE of source node generates a control packet which makes nodes in
the path from source to destination to turn on the Wi-Fi interface.
These node then construct a new Wi-Fi ad-hoc network based on
the underlay BLE networks, which enables services requiring high
data rates. In conclusion, Wi-BLE supports energy efficient network
maintenance in disaster situations while providing high data rates as
needed.
4.3 Wi-BLE System Overview
4.3.1 Protocol Architecture
Figure 4.1 shows the protocol stack of Wi-BLE . We have implemented
Wi-BLE in Linux kernel and placed two layers (i.e., MABLE and Wi-
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Figure 4.2: Operation overview of Wi-BLE .
BLE) that we designed for Wi-BLE operation. First, MABLE layer
is placed between IPv6 and BLE module and responsible for creating
and routing of BLE path. It cooperates with IPv6 layer for BLE route
table setting and directly controls BLE module for advertisement of
MABLE control packet and BLE connection management for BLE
path creation. Wi-BLE layer must be enabled to turn on the Wi-Fi
interface and configure the ad-hoc network according to the needs of
the Wi-BLE application. To do this, it performs a Wi-Fi route table
setting through the IPv6 layer and controls the operation of the Wi-Fi
driver. In addition, it also involved in the BLE path generation of the
lower layer MABLE to transmit the Wi-BLE control packets through
BLE path.
4.3.2 Operation Overview
Figure 4.2 shows the operation overview of Wi-BLE with the layered
network architecture of Wi-Fi and BLE. When Wi-BLE applications
generates messages toward another node, they sends the packet to
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the IPv6 layer through the Wi-BLE ’s BLE data port. Then, MABLE
layer verifies the presence of a BLE path to the destination node and,
if the path does not exist, initiates a task to create a new path. Af-
ter successful path construction, Wi-BLE application can provide low
data rate service such as emergency message exchange through the
BLE path. If Wi-BLE application initiates a high data rate service
like video transmission, it will send the corresponding data packets
down to the Wi-Fi data port of Wi-BLE . Then, Wi-BLE layer cre-
ates a Wi-BLE control packet toward the destination node and the
packet is delivered to the destination via the existing underlay BLE
path of MABLE. This Wi-BLE control packet transmission causes all
nodes in the path to turn on the Wi-Fi interface and configure the
ad-hoc network, which enables the high data rate service of Wi-BLE
application. Finally, Wi-BLE is able to satisfy both requirements
(i.e., low energy consumption and high data rate) of disaster network
since it usually maintains the networks with low power consumption
using only BLE and turns on Wi-Fi interface only when the high data
rate service is needed.
4.4 MABLE: Mobile Ad-hoc for BLE
4.4.1 Routing protocol selection for MABLE
In order to transmit text messages and configure a Wi-Fi overlay net-
work based on an underlay BLE path, an appropriate routing tech-
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nique is required to form a BLE multi-hop network. Such an ad-hoc
routing scheme requires features such as low overhead and mobility
support. Proactive routing schemes such as Destination-Sequenced
Distance Vector Routing (DSDV) and Optimized Link State Routing
(OLSR) are not suitable for disaster situations where energy con-
straints exist [45][46]. This is because in those routing schemes infor-
mation of all nodes on the network must be periodically maintained,
which increases the energy consumption of the network. In the case
of the IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low-power Lossy Networks (RPL),
which is the light-weighted table-driven routing schemes for wireless
sensor networks, it is also inappropriate because it is reported that
there is loop problems and performance degradation of reliability and
delay on the networks where the mobile node exists. Also, because
RPL assumes a DAG topology where traffic is directed to a single
sink, it is not suitable for disaster communication scenarios where
there are multi-flows with different sources and destinations. Among
the reactive routing schemes, the DSR scheme is not suitable for BLE
with limited frame length because it is based on source routing.
Another reactive routing scheme, AODV, does not have the prob-
lems of the above routing schemes, and its lightweight version, Lightweight
On-demand Ad hoc Distance-vector Routing (LOADng), is being stan-
dardized in the IETF [47][48]. Therefore, we use AODV to construct
BLE ad-hoc networks for Wi-BLE . AODV works in the following way.
When traffic targeted to a destination with unknown routing path is
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generated, the source node floods a Route Request (RREQ) message
to the entire network. The node which receives the RREQ records
the node of the previous hop to the reverse route and rebroadcasts
the corresponding RREQ message. If the same RREQ message is re-
ceived, that message is not broadcasted again to prevent unnecessary
flooding. When the RREQ reaches the destination, the destination
node sends an RREP message to the source node to inform its exis-
tence along the reverse route formed by flooding of the RREQ. That
is, through the unicast of the RREP, the nodes between the source
and the destination learn the forward path.
4.4.2 BLE Channel Usage for AODV over BLE
Control packet delivery over advertising channels
BLE has two types of channel with different characteristics, so we have
to choose which channel it is better to send routing messages such as
RREQ or RREP. In advertising channels, the role of node is divided
into advertiser and scanner. The Advertiser periodically broadcasts
the same message, and the scanner receives the broadcasting message
by periodically scanning three advertising channels. Since there is no
synchronization between the advertiser and the scanner, the message
is transmitted in a connectionless manner. In advertising channels,
the length of payload is relatively short, up to 31 bytes, and there is
no link layer acknowledgment, so it is mainly used for sending simple
messages like beacon.
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The data channel is based on a synchronized connection between
the two nodes. When neighbor discovery is performed and a con-
nection request is exchanged through the adverting channel, the two
nodes are synchronized and share the periodic wake-up schedule and
channel hopping sequence. A node that manages connection event
scheduling and channel hopping sequence of the connection is called
master node and the other node is called slave node. The data channel
requires a synchronization overhead, but its payload length is up to
251 bytes, longer than that of the advertising channel, and it uses most
of the channels (37 channels) used in BLE, which is advantageous in
terms of throughput. In addition, the data channel has a link layer
retransmission scheme and is robust to external interference through
channel hopping, which is advantageous in terms of reliability.
In case of RREQ, it must be broadcasted to the whole network.
Therefore, if RREQ message is sent through the data channel of BLE,
all node pairs that can exchange RREQ message should make a con-
nection at least once. This is unreasonable because it can compli-
cate the wake-up scheduling of each master node and may make con-
nections that do not participate in routing. In addition, the rout-
ing message is transmitted in the best effort manner via UDP and
has a characteristic that its length is short. Therefore, MABLE ex-
ploits advertising channels to transmit routing messages and uses
reliable and high-throughput data channels to transmit user traffic.
MABLE transmits the routing message through the advertising chan-
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Figure 4.3: End-to-end connection establishment of BLE nodes.
nel, searches for the route path, and transmits data by establishing
an end-to-end connection between the source and the destination.
BLE path construction with a connection management
To transmit user traffic from the source node to the destination node
through the data channel, the path from the source to the destination
have to be found and nodes on that path should establish BLE con-
nections. These connections can be established with the reverse route
setting when RREQ is flooded or with the forward route setting when
the RREP is sent. If connections are constructed in reverse route
setting, all nodes receiving RREQ can be potential forwarders, so all
nodes need to make a connection with the previous node that relayed
RREQ. This approach is unsuitable because as the network grows,
the number of unnecessary connections that do not participate in the
actual routing increases. On the other hand, in forward route setting,
RREP is unicasted only between nodes participating in the actual
routing path. Therefore, MABLE exploits forward route setting for
connection establishment.
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Figure 4.3 shows the procedure that MABLE constructs an end-to-
end path between source and destination. The source node generates
an RREQ message to search path to the destination and broadcasts
it through the advertising channel. All the nodes on the network
periodically scan the advertising channel. When an RREQ is scanned,
it confirms that the destination is itself. If it is not the destination of
the message, it stores the reverse route and re-broadcasts the message
through the advertising channel. When the RREQ arrives at the
destination through a series of RREQ broadcasting, the destination
unicasts an RREP to the previous node that sent the RREQ to itself
and prepares to establish a connection. The node receiving the RREP
message establishes a connection with the node that sent the RREP,
and records the forward route. Then, it relays the RREP to the next
node on the reverse path generated by RREQ. By relaying this RREP
in the direction of source, a hop-by-hop connection is established in
turn along the reverse path. When the source node receives the RREP,
an end-to-end BLE data channel connection is established.
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Figure 4.4: Wi-BLE control packet format.
4.5 Wi-BLE: Wi-Fi Ad-hoc over BLE networks
4.5.1 Wi-BLE control packet delivery over BLE path
When a Wi-BLE application executes a service that requires a high
data rate, Wi-BLE layer generates control packet to request a config-
uration of Wi-Fi ad-hoc network over underlay BLE network. Then,
it asks MABLE layer whether there is an available underlay BLE path
connected to the destination of the service. If no path is available,
MABLE starts to create a new BLE path and feedbacks the result
to Wi-BLE layer. Finally, the source and destination node’s Wi-BLE
layer exchange the Wi-BLE control packet and try to build a new
Wi-Fi ad-hoc network for high data rate service.
We define two types of Wi-BLE control packet used for Wi-BLE
operation. First, when a user executes a Wi-BLE application that re-
quires a high data rate, Wi-BLE layer generates Wi-BLE service RE-
Quest (WREQ) packet. Then, the WREQ packet is delivered to the
destination node through the BLE data path constructed by MABLE .
When the destination node receives the WREQ, it create Wi-BLE
service REsPonse (WREP) packet and forwards it to the source node
through the BLE path. Then, nodes in the BLE path turn on their
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Wi-Fi interface and construct Wi-Fi ad-hoc network.
Figure 4.4 shows the packet format of Wi-BLE control packet.
The type field contains the Wi-BLE control packet type (WREQ
and WREP). When Wi-BLE layer receives Wi-BLE control packet
through a BLE link, it checks the type field and starts packet pro-
cessing. The second field shows routing method of Wi-Fi ad-hoc net-
work and Wi-BLE defines two routing methods (USE BLE ROUTE
and USE WLAN AODV). Details about the routing method is de-
scribed in the next section. The last two fields contain the source and
destination IP address of the newly created Wi-Fi path. Based on
this information, Wi-BLE control packet can be routed through the
underlay BLE path.
4.5.2 Routing protocol for Wi-BLE
We define two routing methods (USE BLE ROUTE and USE WLAN AODV)
for Wi-Fi ad-hoc network of Wi-BLE . In this section, detailed oper-
ation of Wi-BLE according to the routing method will be described.
Use BLE route for Wi-Fi ad-hoc networks
Figure 4.5 (a) shows an example routing topology of using USE BLE ROUTE
routing method. In this figure, the blue dotted line and the green solid
line indicate the BLE and Wi-Fi path, respectively. In the case of us-
ing USE BLE ROUTE routing method, Wi-Fi ad-hoc networks con-
struct a new Wi-Fi path with the same routing path of underlay BLE
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(a) Example of using USE BLE ROUTE method
(b) Example of using USE WLAN AODV method
Figure 4.5: Topology comparison of USE BLE ROUTE vs.
USE WLAN AODV.
path. Thus, every nodes in the BLE path join a newly created Wi-Fi
ad-hoc network and forward the data packets of a high data rate Wi-
BLE application. When each node in the BLE path receives WREP
packet with USE BLE ROUTE index from the destination node, it
turns on Wi-Fi interface and sets the routing table of Wi-Fi path ac-
cording to the existing BLE route. Therefore, the USE BLE ROUTE
method does not requires a process to find a new routing path in a
Wi-Fi ad-hoc network. On the flip side, it unnecessarily increases the
number of hops in the Wi-Fi path due to the short coverage of BLE,
which results in reduced end-to-end data rate and increased energy
consumption of nodes.
Use AODV routing protocol for Wi-Fi ad-hoc networks
When each node receives WREP with routing method USE WLAN AODV,
it turns on Wi-Fi interface and starts to operate AODV routing pro-
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tocol. Then, the source node floods the RREQ to the destination
into the Wi-Fi network. After the destination node receives multiple
RREQ packets over the various paths, it forwards the RREP to the
source node through the path with the best path metric. Finally, the
nodes forwarding the RREP set the routing path of the Wi-Fi net-
work along the path of RREP. In this case, the node on the BLE path
may not belong to the new Wi-Fi routing path created by AODV like
in Figure 4.5 (b). Therefore, the USE WLAN AODV routing scheme
can reduce the number of hops in Wi-Fi path, increasing the data rate
of Wi-Fi path and reducing the energy consumption of the nodes.
In the case of using USE WLAN AODV, the path metric calcula-
tion and path selection of AODV greatly affects the performance of
Wi-Fi network. Generally, the conventional AODV protocol mainly
uses the number of hops of the path as a path metric. However, it
includes a link with bad channel status in the path in order to reduce
the number of hops, resulting very low data rate of the Wi-Fi path.
Therefore, in Wi-BLE , we devise a path selection mechanism which
considers not only the number of hops but also worst link’s RSSI value.
First, in order to prevent the link with poor channel condition being
included in the path, the RSSI threshold is set so that the RREQ
having a RSSI value lower than the threshold is dropped. Also, when
RREQ is forwarded, the worst link’s RSSI (denoted by RSSI MIN) is
put in the path metric field so that the destination node can refer to
it when selecting the best path. Finally, the destination node selects
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the best path with minimum hop distance. However, if there are sev-
eral paths with the same minimum hop distance, RREP is forwarded
through the path having the highest RSSI MIN among the candidate
paths.
4.5.3 Wi-Fi on/off control for energy saving
Wi-BLE has Wi-Fi off timer to reduce energy consumed by unused
Wi-Fi interfaces. For example, after a user finishes transmitting video
over Wi-BLE , the terminals on the Wi-Fi path do not need to have
their Wi-Fi interface turned on until the user starts the high data rate
service again. Thus, if the Wi-Fi off timer confirms that there is no
packet exchange through Wi-Fi interface for a predetermined time,
it turns off the Wi-Fi interface and resets the routing table of Wi-Fi
path. In our Wi-BLE implementation, we set the time limit of Wi-Fi
off timer as 60 secs.
4.6 Implementation
We have implemented Wi-BLE in Linux kernel version 3.18 with the
use of a commercial Wi-Fi and BLE chipsets. We first implemented
MABLE layer in the Linux kernel based on ADOV source code, and
placed MABLE between IPv6 layer and the BLE module part as
depicted in Figure 4.1.Then, the Wi-BLE layer is implemented and
placed over the MABLE layer, which makesWi-BLE be able to con-
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trol BLE path creation through the MABLE . Also, it is connected
with IPv6 layer and Wi-Fi driver part in order to manage the opera-
tion and route table of Wi-Fi interface. This hierarchical structure is
designed for Wi-BLE to perform required functions, while minimizing
modification of other layers.
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Figure 4.6: Testbed topology map with 10 nodes.
4.7 Performance Evaluation
4.7.1 Testbed Environments
We configured a testbed topology in an indoor office environment as
depicted in Figure 4.6, where a total of 10 nodes were deployed with a
source and a destination node. For each node, we use a Raspberry Pi2
device with a Broadcom BCM4356 and Atheros AR9271 for BLE and
Wi-Fi chipsets respectively. For BLE link layer, we use the connection
interval of 50msec (i.e., default value in BLE module of the Linux
kernel) and Wi-Fi channel 11 with 20MHz bandwidth is used for Wi-
Fi ad-hoc network configuration.
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(a) Number of hops (b) End-to-end throughput of Wi-Fi
path
Figure 4.7: Performance of Wi-Fi ad-hoc network with three different
schemes.
4.7.2 Hop distance & Throughput
We first evaluate the performance of Wi-BLE by measuring the hop
distance and the throughput of Wi-Fi path from the source to the
destination in our testbed. For comparison, we also evaluate the
performance of AODV over Wi-Fi denoted by Wi-Fi(AODV) in Fig-
ure 4.7 where all the nodes in the network always turn on their
Wi-Fi interface and find the routing path by using routing proto-
col AODV. In the case of Wi-BLE , there are two different routing
method (USE BLE ROUTE and USE WLAN AODV) as described
in 4.5.2. Thus, we compare the performance of Wi-BLE according
to the routing method, which evaluates the effect of routing method.
In Figure 4.7, Wi-BLE using each routing method are denoted by
Wi-BLE(BLE) and Wi-BLE(AODV), respectively.
Figure 4.7(a) and (b) plot the number of hops and throughput
of Wi-Fi path separately. First, the results regarding the hop dis-
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tance show that Wi-Fi(AODV) and Wi-BLE(AODV) always have the
same hop counts as three. On the other hands, the hop distance of
Wi-BLE(BLE) has a higher value as four due to the short coverage
of BLE. As a result, the Wi-Fi(AODV) and Wi-BLE(AODV) show
the almost same throughput that is higher than the value of Wi-
BLE(BLE). This is because the higher hop counts increases the con-
tention in the Wi-Fi channel, which decreases the throughput of each
link. However, we can see that the throughput of Wi-BLE(AODV)
is occasionally lower than that of Wi-Fi(AODV). This is because Wi-
BLE(AODV) can configure the Wi-Fi path only with the nodes in
BLE path (blue lines in Figure 4.6), while Wi-Fi(AODV) can find the
best Wi-Fi routing path with all the nodes in the networks (green
line in Figure 4.6). Although the performance of Wi-BLE is less than
that of Wi-Fi(AODV) in terms of throughput, we can see that this
throughput loss is insignificant compared to the energy saving of Wi-
BLE in the following power consumption results.
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Figure 4.8: The average power consumption of nodes vs. flow arrival
rate.
4.7.3 Power Consumption
To evaluate the energy consumption of Wi-BLE , we implemented a
power monitoring thread in the Wi-BLE layer. The thread checks the
operation state of the Wi-Fi and BLE interfaces at interval of 1msec
and measures the power consumption of the communication interfaces
based on the power consumption data of each operation state. In ad-
dition, it calculates the energy consumed by packet exchanges through
each interface based on the length of the packets and the PHY data
rates used for the packet exchanges. To do this, we simply modify
some codes in the BLE module and Wi-Fi driver of the Linux kernel,
which makes the feedback route for the packet exchange information
from the lower layer to the Wi-BLE layer.
Figure 4.8 shows the average power consumption of nodes in the
testbed according to the inter flow arrival time. To simulate intermit-
tent high data rate service use in a disaster situation, we generated a
3Mbps UDP flow for each traffic interval using iperf application. The
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results show that Wi-Fi(AODV) consumes the highest power because
it makes all the nodes on the testbed always turn on their Wi-Fi inter-
face to join the ad-hoc network. In addition, we can see that the power
consumption for the ad-hoc maintenance is significant, so the power
consumption of Wi-Fi(AODV) does not change much with the traffic
load. On the other hands, the power consumption of Wi-BLE linearly
decreases according to the flow arrival time because it makes the nodes
use the Wi-Fi interface only when they have to join the packet for-
warding due to the high data rate flow occurrence. Finally, we can
see that the Wi-BLE with USE WLAN AODV always shows the least
power consumption even when compared to Wi-BLE(BLE). This is
because it reduces the number of hops (i.e, the number of node par-
ticipating in the packet forwarding) compared to USE BLE ROUTE
case.
4.8 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a novel layered architecture using Wi-Fi
and BLE for disaster communication. Our approach was motivated by
two requirements of disaster network (i.e., high throughput and low
energy consumption). We designed Wi-BLE to maintain a disaster
network with low power consumption and also provide high data rate
occasionally.
For the Wi-BLE implementation, we designed MABLE first to
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maintain the underlay BLE network with low energy consumption.
We also defined the format of Wi-BLE control packets (WREQ and
WREP) and the two types of routing method to configure the Wi-Fi
ad-hoc network as needed.
Finally, we evaluated the performance of Wi-BLE through exten-
sive experiments in an indoor testbed. We compared the performance
results with that of Wi-Fi network using AODV routing protocol and
the results showed that our proposed Wi-BLE significantly reduces





In this dissertation, we address two approaches to overcome BLE’s
range limitation and also suggest a new application scenario based on
the extended coverage of BLE network.
First, we have addressed energy consumption and connection main-
tenance issues of BLE in dynamic wireless environments. We have
considered the connection interval of BLE as the key parameter and
control variable, focusing on how to effect adaptive control in dynamic
channel environments. we have mathematically derived an optimal
connection interval for a given channel condition and designed the
CABLE system that estimates link quality and adjusts connection
interval dynamically. We have evaluated the performance of CABLE
both through extensive simulation and testbed experiments. The re-
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sults show that significant performance improvement that closely ap-
proximates the optimum is achievable.
Secondly, we have constructed a BLE-based multi-hop network by
interconnecting RPL with BLE. We have proposed a synergistic net-
work architecture that incorporates a redesigned RPL control message
broadcast, RPL parent change procedures, and RPL routing metric.
We have evaluated the performance of RPL over BLE through ex-
tensive experiments in an indoor testbed. The results show that RPL
over BLE is quite robust under varying link dynamics and WiFi in-
terference and improves end-to-end packet delivery performance with
low duty-cycle.
Thirdly, we have considered a new application scenario based on
the multi-hop networking of BLE. We have proposed a novel layered
architecture using Wi-Fi and BLE for disaster communication. We
have designed Wi-BLE to maintain a disaster network with low power
consumption and also provide high data rate occasionally. Finally, we
have evaluated the performance of Wi-BLE through extensive exper-
iments in an indoor testbed. We have compared the performance
results with that of Wi-Fi network using AODV routing protocol and
the results show that our proposed Wi-BLE significantly reduces the
energy consumption of nodes in our testbed.
To summarize, the coverage extension of BLE has opened new
possibilities to boost a penetration of BLE into the long range IoT
applications. Although there still remain some issues to resolve, it is
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anticipated that BLE has significant potential for supporting longer
range applications. Besides the issues in this dissertation, there re-
main many interesting problems, which require further investigation.
This dissertation can be viewed as a guideline for overcoming the
range limitation of BLE for future IoT networks.
5.2 Further Research Direction
Based on the results of this thesis, there are several new research
directions which require further investigation. We highlight some of
them as follows.
 Time scheduling among connection events: As the Bluetooth
core 4.1 specification adopted multi-role capability, time resource
management for multiple connections became a new issue for BLE.
However, since the specification does not deal with any specific algo-
rithm, BLE chipset companies have designed their own connection
scheduling algorithms, which do not guarantee stable performance.
For example, the BLE chipset of BCM4356 that we experimented
often halted when more than five connections were involved simul-
taneously (e.g., one parent and four children nodes). To form a
mesh that supports various IoT applications and deployment en-
vironments, a BLE chipset needs to support as many connections
as possible, which calls for the development of a smart scheduling
mechanism.
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 Mobility support in BLE mesh networks: Even though our
RPL over BLE provides reliable performance in relatively static
scenarios, we cannot guarantee that it will work well for mobile
applications such as group chatting and smart factory with mobile
gateways (for instance, managers’ smartphones). Due to the delay
in parent change, the connection-based mesh solution may not be
able to provide seamless multihop connectivity in dynamic environ-
ments. This issue needs to be further investigated under practi-
cal mobility scenarios. Moreover, the development of an effective
connection-less mesh under mobility is an interesting topic.
 Open source code and platform: The protocol stack of BLE
is divided into host and controller parts (i.e., upper and lower lay-
ers). The host part comprising upper layers (i.e., attribute protocol
(ATT), security manger (SM), and logical link control and adapta-
tion protocol (L2CAP)) is included in host devices. We can access
and modify its source code for performance improvement. On the
other hand, the controller part comprising lower layers (i.e., link and
physical layers) is generally implemented on a commercial hardware
chipset that is neither open nor modifiable. Different from IEEE
802.15.4 implemented on many open operating systems, BLE’s poor
accessibility has hindered its fast innovation and development. An
open hardware platform for BLE was recently presented in [49], but
given that it has implemented only the connection-less operation,
its further development is imperative for the evolution of BLE.
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초  록
저전력 블루투스 (Bluetooth Low Energy)는 사물인터넷 (IoT) 기
기들 간의 무선 통신을 위한 대표적인 저전력 통신 프로토콜 중 하
나이다. 저전력 블루투스 기술은 이미 시장에서 널리 사용되고 있으
나 그것의 통신 범위 확장에 대한 연구 부족으로 현재는 통신범위
가 짧은 통신 응용에서만 그 사용이 한정되어 있다. 본 학위 논문에
서는 저전력 블루투스 네트워크의 통신 범위 확장에 관한 두 가지 
연구 주제를 다룬다. 또한 최종적으로 저전력 블루투스 기반 멀티 
홉 네트워크를 활용하기 위한 응용 시나리오를 새롭게 제안한다.
첫째, 통신 범위의 확장에 따라 기기간 거리가 멀어짐으로 인해 채
널 환경의 변화가 심해지는 상황에서 저전력 블루투스 기기간의 연
결 유지와 이때의 에너지 소모 최소화 문제를 다룬다. 그리고 이를 
위해서 채널 상황에 맞게 저전력 블루투스의 링크 계층 파라미터 
중 하나인 연결 주기( )를 적응적으로 조절하기 위한 기법을 제안
한다. 주어진 채널 환경에서 최적의  값을 찾기 위한 최적화 문
제를 풀고 이를 기반으로 연결 주기의 적응적 조절 기법을 설계한
다. 마지막으로 제안 기법의 성능 평가를 위해 테스트베드를 활용한 
실험과 시뮬레이션을 진행한다. 그 결과는 제안하는 연결 주기 조절 
기법이 채널 환경이 변하는 상황에서 저전력 블루투스 기기가 연결 
유지를 위해 소모하는 에너지를 크게 줄임을 보여준다.
둘째, 저전력 블루투스의 통신 범위를 멀티 홉 네트워크 구성을 통
해 더욱 확장시키기 위해 IPv6 routing protocol for low power and 
lossy networks (RPL)을 저전력 블루투스위에서 동작시키기 위한 프
로토콜 구조를 제안한다. 라우팅 기법인 RPL과 저전력 블루투스 기
술의 효율적인 연동을 위한 적응 계층을 새롭게 설계하고 실제 리
눅스 커널 상에 구현한다. 성능 평가를 위해 실제 실내 테스트베드 
상에서 다양한 실험을 진행하였으며, 제안하는 RPL over BLE의 성
능을 비교 기법인 RPL over IEEE 802.15.4와 비교함으로써 제안기법
의 뛰어난 성능 향상을 확인한다.
마지막으로, 멀티 홉 네트워크 구축을 기반으로 한 저전력 블루투
스의 통신 범위 확장을 활용하기 위해 새로운 응용 시나리오를 제
안한다. 재난 상황에서 저전력으로 네트워크를 유지하면서도 필요에 
따라 높은 데이터 수율을 제공할 수 있는 멀티 홉 네트워크 구축을 
위해, 무선랜 (Wi-Fi)과 저전력 블루투스를 함께 활용하는 새로운 계
층적 프로토콜 구조를 제안한다. 새롭게 제안된 프로토콜 구조를 실
제 리눅스 상에 구현하고 실내 테스트 베드를 통해 그 성능을 확인
한다. 결과를 통해 제안하는 기법이 기존 무선랜만을 사용하는 멀티 
홉 네트워크에 비해 평균 에너지 소모를 크게 줄이는 것을 확인한
다.
주요어 : 저전력 블루투스, 사물인터넷, 저전력 블루투스 연결 
주기, 멀티 홉 네트워크, 재난 통신
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